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ABSTRACT 
The present study deals with the physical characterization of 
macrodefect free cements produced by ICI. These materials are made 
through a specialized mixing technique which incorporates an organic 
polymer into the cement/water system. The high mechanical strength 
and low porosity of this class of hardened cement paste had been well 
documented, however, a detailed characterization of the physical 
nature of the microstructure had not previously been attempted. 
Two classes of macrodefect free material were studied, based 
on Ordinary Portland cement and High Alumina cement, respectively. 
The porosities of these two materials were determined in their 
original state and after various forms of heat treatment and 
conditioning. Samples based on Ordinary Portland cement had a well 
defined narrow pore size distribution, even after heat treatment, 
while the High Alumina cement samples displayed a very low total pore 
volume in their original state, but subsequent heat treatment led to 
the developement of porosity over a wide range of pore sizes. These 
fundamental differences in the pore size distributions had significant 
effects on the homogeneity and reproducibility of the microstructures 
of the samples. 
The porosity generated by heat treatment was found to be 
unstable in the presence of water. In general, reductions in the 
porosities and permeabilities were observed. This was due to the 
formation of fresh cement hydrate gel within the pore structure, which 
caused a shift in the pore size distributions towards smaller pores. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND. 
1.1 Introduction. 
Cements are materials which can link solid bodies by hardening 
from a plastic state. The two types of cement studied in this 
investigation were an Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and a High 
Alumina cement (HAC). Both of these were hydraulic cements, that is 
ones which when mixed with water develop rigidity (set) then steadily 
increase in compressive strength (harden). The name Portland cement 
was originally given due to the resemblance of the colour and quality 
of the set cement to Portland stone, a limestone quarried in Dorset'. 
High Alumina cement is so called due to the high alumina content of 
the cement powder, usually in the range 50-80%. 
This chapter will deal briefly with the nature of the 
hydration reactions which lead to the production of the hardened 
cement pastes and the theoretical models which have been developed to 
explain the observed physical phenomenon of strength, porosity and 
permeability which are all related to the nature of the microstructure 
of the materials. 
The mathematical relationships between the cement 
microstructure and strength will be reviewed in relation to the 
development of the so called "macrodefect free" (MDF) cements which 
have been shown to display greatly improved tensile strengths, 
compared to other cement based materials. The characterization of the 
microstructure and stability of these novel materials, produced from 
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both Ordinary Portland cement and High Alumina cement, formed the 
basis of the research described herein. 
1.2 Hydration of Cement. 
The hydration of the mixture of phases present in the 
individual grains of cement and the subsequent physical nature of the 
microstructure of the hardened cement pastes are found to be of great 
importance in the final compressive and tensile strengths developed in 
the materials. Ordinary Portland cement is composed largely of a 
mixture of four phases which all undergo reactions with water to 
produce the final hydrated product. The four principal phases in the 
Ordinary Portland cement used during this study are shown in Table 1.1 
together with their abbreviated symbols. This shortened notation, 
used by cement technologists, describes each oxide by one letter, 
viz.: CaO-C; S102-S; A1203-A; Fe203-F; and H20-H. 
TABLE 1.1 
Principal Phases in Ordinary Portland Cement. 
Name of Compound Oxide Composition Abbreviation 
Tricalcium silicate 
Dicalcium silicate 
Tricalcium aluminate 
Tetracalcium aluminoferrite 
3CaO. SiO2 C3S 
2CaO, SiO2 C2S 
3CaO, A1203 C3A 
4Ca0, A1203, Fe203 C4AF 
Union between the cement grains is attained through the 
hydrated solid phases in the form of a colloidal gel-like materiale 
which is precipitated between the individual grains of cement. 
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However, the hydration reactions of the calcium silicates are 
nonstoichiometric and the resulting hydrates are normally represented 
as C-S-H where the hyphens are used to emphasize that the composition 
is indefinite. General equations for the hydration reactions of the 
two principal phases in an Ordinary Portland cement, assuming that 
C3S2H3 is the final product of hydration of both C3S and C2S, are as 
follows: 
2C3S + 6H C3S2H3 + 3Ca(OH)2 
2C2S + 4H -. C3S2H3 + Ca(OH)2 
1.1 
1.2 
The products of hydration shown above range from coarsely crystalline 
portlandite (Ca(OH)2) to virtually amorphous calcium silicate hydrates 
(C-S-H). 
Characterization of the resulting composite involves the 
determination of the texture of the individual phases and also of the 
assembly of phases. The term texture encompasses the perfection, size 
and form of individual crystals as well as the way they are packed 
together and the nature of the porosity (shape and volume-size 
distribution). The pore structure and distribution of the pores are 
important since small and large pores have different effects on 
important engineering properties of concrete3. The C-S-H material is 
thought to have a layer structure4"5"6"7 where the main structural 
framework consists of sheets of CaO similar to those found in the 
structure of calcium hydroxide8.9 while the portlandite often appears 
as well defined hexagonal platelets. 
The hydration of Ordinary Portland cement proceeds by several 
distinct stages1O. Early formation of a surface layer of hydration 
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products produce an almost impermeable layer on the surfaces of the 
individual cement &rains. This gives rise to a dormant period during 
which the paste remains workable. When this hydrate layer is finally 
ruptured due to osmotic pressure, caused by the slow diffusion of 
ions, or spalling of the layer, hydration reactions proceed, leading 
to setting and hardening of the cement paste. Since the products of 
hydration occupy more than double the space previously occupied by the 
cement grains the void spaces between the grains are gradually filled 
with the reaction products. This may lead to the incomplete hydration 
of the cement grains due to lack of space for the formation of the 
hydration products. Porosity arises from the inherent porosity of the 
C-S-H gel material and also capillary porosity due to the presence of 
unreacted water and entrained air. Thus, the microstructure of the 
hardened cement paste is poorly defined. 
The principal phases present in High Alumina cement are shown 
in Table 1.2 using the same shortened notation: 
TABLE 1.2 
Principal Phases in High Alumina Cement. 
Name of Compound Oxide Composition Abbreviation 
Calcium aluminate CaO. A1203 CA 
Calcium dialuminate CaO. 2Al2O3 CA2 
Dicalcium aluminate silicate 2CaO. A1203. Si02 C2AS 
Dicalcium silicate 2CaO. Si02 C2S 
The principal phase (CA) reacts rapidly with water, to give 
the same strength development in 1 day as that of Ordinary Portland 
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cement in 28 days: 
CA + 10H -ý CAHlo 1.3 
However, this rapidly formed initial product is metastable and may 
undergo recrystallization under warm humid conditions: 
3C+AH1O 
-a. 
C+. 
-:, 
A}16 + 2A 13 + 
18H 1.4 
The conversion reaction shown above is accompanied by a significant 
increase in the density of the solid phases and therefore a marked 
increase in the porosity of the hardened cement paste and a reduction 
in the overall strength. 
1.3 Development of Strength in Relation to the Microstructure of 
Hardened Cement Pastes. 
The strength developed in a hardened cement paste is dependent 
on both the bonding between the individual grains of cement and the 
porosity and nature of the microstructure. In order to appreciate the 
practical limitations of the strength development in hardened cement 
pastes various models and empirical equations have been proposed. The 
two principal models of Powers and Brownyardll and Feldman and 
Sereda12 both indicate that two types of porosity exist in hardened 
cement pastes: gel porosity and capillary porosity. The former, 
inherent in all of the precipitated gel-like material, have pores of 
the order of a few nanometers, while the latter arise due to poor 
packing of the cement grains during the initial mixing operations and 
may reach a few millimetres. 
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The compressive strength of a hardened cement paste may be 
related to the overall porosity by Feret'si' empirical equation: 
S-KrC 12 
C+W+A) 
1.5 
where: C is the volume of cement 
W is the volume of water 
A is the volume of air 
K is a constant dependent on the aggregate, cement and curing 
From Equation 1.5 it follows that reduction in either the amount of 
water or entrained air should lead to higher compressive strengths in 
the materials, and that cements made with no water present would have 
the highest strength i4. This is partially correct since reduction in 
the water/cement ratio does lead to increased compressive strengths. 
However, the overall porosity of a hardened cement paste is dependent 
on good compaction of the cement/water system, which is in turn 
dependent on the workability of the mix, and an excess of water is 
usually required for the suspension of cement particles to be 
sufficiently mobile for casting since the dry cement powder is poorly 
dispersed and extensively flocculated and thus packs inefficiently. 
As the suspensions become concentrated through the reduction in the 
water/cement ratio, particles come into contact and bridge, and 
interparticulate friction is such that an adjustment to optimum 
packing by sliding of the grains cannot readily occur, even under 
pressurels. Thus, the mix becomes unworkable at low water/cement 
ratios and a practical limit is met. 
Several attempts have been made to increase the compressive 
and tensile strengths of hardened cement pastes. Impregnation of the 
hardened cement paste with an organic monomer which was subsequently 
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polymerised'6 led to a quadrupling of tensile strength to ca. 12MPa, 
while addition of a surfactant to deflocculate the cement grains 
during mixing in order to achieve better workability at lower 
water/cement ratios gave an improved tensile strength of ca. 20MPa'7. 
Pressing the cement to squeeze out water and thus push the cement 
grains closer together16 or compaction of the dry cement powder prior 
to hydration19 have also given some success although the variety of 
shapes of the final product is limited. Dispersion of the cement 
grains at a low water/cement ratio by use of high levels of dispersing 
agents such as sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde condensate with 
densification of the intergrain hydrate gel by the addition of fine 
silica gave a compressive strength of over 100MPa however, tensile 
2o. 21. strength was still only a tenth of the compressive strength 
All of the techniques described above led to increased 
compressive strength by reduction in the overall porosity. However, 
Birchall et a122.23.24 were able to show that the major determinant of 
tensile strength was the size of the macropores present in the solid 
and not the overall porosity. This was in agreement with Jambor2" who 
found that for a given total porosity compressive strength increased 
with decreasing average pore radius and Petch26 who found that 
strength rose as grain size was reduced. The tensile strength of 
cements was shown to follow a Griffith27 fracture equation, which 
relates strength (S) to flaw size rather than total porosity: 
S- YR 1.6 
V17c 
where: Y is the Young modulus 
R is the fracture energy 
c is the length of the crack-like pore 
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Alford et al28"29 confirmed that gel pores contributed to the overall 
porosity which limited the compressive strength but that a small 
number of large pores determined the tensile strength. 
The development of macrodefect free (MDF) cements by Birchall 
demonstrated the importance of the size of the pores rather than the 
overall porosity. The inclusion of a small amount of polymer to act 
as a lubricant between the cement particles during mixing allowed a 
much lower water/cement ratio to be used without loss of workability 
in the mix. High shear mixing of the mix gave even better packing of 
the grains by deflocculating the particles and, reducing the overall 
porosity to <2% in the hardened cement paste. The polymer remained at 
the interfaces between packed particles and became integrated with the 
hydrate products. With this fabrication process the packing fraction 
approached 0.7 which was similar to that of hexagonally close packed 
spheres, and any long crack-like pores were eliminated leading to an 
unreinforced cement paste with a tensile strength of ca. 150MPa. 
1.4 Object of the Present Work. 
A greater understanding of the nature of a material can lead 
to its wider and more efficient use. Thus, the physical 
characterization of the macrodefect free cements was carried out in 
order to enhance the knowledge of the microstructure of these novel 
materials. Although the low porosity and high tensile strength of 
macrodefect free cements had been previously demonstrated" the 
effects on the microstructure of partial or complete removal of the 
polymer through heat treatment were unknown. The stability of the 
materials after various forms of heat treatment and exposure to 
ambient and high humidity enviroments were also determined. 
-8- 
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CHAPTER 2 
MERCURY POROSIMETRY. 
2.1 Introduction. 
The use of mercury porosimetry for the measurement of the pore 
volume and pore size distribution of a porous solid is now a well 
established technique. The method relies upon the fact that mercury 
is a non-wetting liquid, that is one whose contact angle with a solid 
is greater than 90° and thus requiring an external pressure to be 
applied before it can enter the pores of a porous solid. This 
behaviour led Washburn'- .2 in 1921 to first propose the use of mercury 
intrusion under pressure for the determination of the pore size 
distribution of porous solids. However, the usefulness of the 
technique did not become apparent until it was exploited by Ritter and 
Drake'. 4, who developed the first high pressure porosimeter in 1945. 
Since that time many commercial instruments have become available 
which can routinely reach a maximum applied pressure of between 
2000-4000 bar. 
2.2 Basic Principles. 
The technique of mercury porosimetry essentially consists of 
measuring the extent of mercury penetration into a solid as a function 
of the applied pressure. The pore volume measured at a particular 
pressure is assumed to be that of all the pores of radius greater than 
or equal to the radius calculated by the Washburn equation. The 
equation which Washburn proposed to describe the pore filling 
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behaviour of a non-wetting liquid assuming a cylindrical 
non-intersecting pore geometry was the following: 
P- -2Y cos A 2.1 
r 
where: P is the applied pressure 
Y is the surface tension of mercury 
A is the contact angle of the mercury meniscus 
r is the minimum radius of the pore which may be entered 
By substituting the appropriate values of contact angle and surface 
tension into the above equation the pore radius may be related to the 
intruded pore volume at each incremental rise in pressure. This leads 
to the assessment of the cumulative pore volume. The total cumulative 
pore volume being given by the volume intruded at the maximum 
pressure/minimum pore radius. The pore size distribution is given by 
differentiation of the cumulative curve. 
The range of pore radii which may be measured by mercury 
porosimetry is determined by the values taken for the surface tension 
and contact angle of mercury and the maximum applied pressure the 
instrument can produce. Taking a contact angle of 140° and a surface 
tension of 480mNm-1 the range of pore radii with modern commercial 
instruments extends from 7.5p. m at atmospheric pressure down to 3.75nm 
at 2000 bar. This range can be further extended to about 30Pm by 
starting the analysis under vacuum, while some instruments can reach a 
maximum pressure of 4000 bar, equivalent to a pore radii of 1.88nm. 
Thus, the technique overlaps with that of gas adsorption for pore 
sizes at the lower end and optical microscopy at the upper end. By 
use of all three techniques the complete pore size distribution for a 
- 12 - 
given solid may be determined. 
2.3 Application of the Washburn Equation. 
Before any analysis of the results from a mercury porosimetry 
experiment can be undertaken, values for the constants in Equation 2.1 
must first be determined or chosen. Similarly all the necessary 
assumptions which have to be made in applying the Washburn equation 
should also be evaluated. 
2.3.1 Mercury Contact Angle. 
The contact angle of the mercury with the solid surface may be 
the source of the largest error in calculating the equivalent 
cylindrical pore diameter. The contact angle which mercury makes with 
a solid, has been founds-6 to generally lie in the range: 130-150°. 
Most workers have adopted a value of 140° for all solids on both the 
intrusion and extrusion cycles, following the value first suggested by 
Ritter and Drake". However, since the contact angle depends, to some 
extent, upon the physical and chemical state of the surface of the 
solid it should ideally be measured for each particular system under 
investigation. 
It has been postulated that the actual contact angle of the 
mercury with the solid may depend on whether the mercury meniscus is 
advancing into the'pore network or retreating from it. This has led 
some workers78 9.10 to adopt two values depending on the sense in 
which the mercury meniscus was moving. However, for comparative work 
on similar samples, one standard value is usually taken for both the 
intrusion and extrusion cycles, since the physical measurement of the 
true contact angle in situ in the pores cannot be experimentally 
- 13 - 
determined at present. 
2.3.2 Surface Tension. 
Mercury is prone to contamination which in turn has led to a lack 
of reproducibility in the values quoted in the literature for the 
surface tension'" 12,13.14. The adoption of 480mNm-1 first used by 
Ritter and Drake2 in their pioneering work, although about one percent 
too low, remains the favoured value in most laboratories. The 
adoption of a standard value does not lead to any great difference in 
the experimental determinations, and also allows the direct comparison 
of the results from various laboratories. 
2.3.3 Cylindrical Pore Model. 
An important assumption to be made when using mercury porosimetry 
is that of the pore model which the sample is believed to best 
approximate. The non-intersecting cylindrical pore model used in the 
first derivation of the Washburn equation is predominantly used, 
although such a simplified model would rarely be found in nature. A 
slit shaped pore model could more accurately represent the pore 
geometry in clays and other materials which have a plate-like 
structure. Other pore systems may be better represented by a conical 
pore model with wide pore entrances which gradually narrow on 
progression into the pores. The most difficult pore model to 
represent is that of "ink bottle" pores, that is pores which have 
narrow entrances leading to wide pore bodies. In real systems found 
in nature where a rather complex array of pore shapes between 
irregularly shaped particles exists, the true pore network could 
rarely be described fully by any of these simplified theoretical 
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models. 
2.4 Pore Size Distribution. 
Mercury porosimetry is widely used for the direct determination 
of the pore size distribution of macroporous solids such as cements. 
However, as will be shown, the distributions recorded from a mercury 
intrusion curve can be misleading due to the way in which mercury 
enters the pores. Thus, careful analysis of the experimental results 
is always required. 
The first assumption made in the analysis of pore size 
distribution is that at a given pressure the mercury has entered all 
the pores of"radius rp or greater. For this to be true this 
presupposes that all the pores are directly accessible to mercury at 
every pressure increment. However, if larger pores are only 
accessible through smaller pores or openings, often referred to as 
"ink bottle" pores, the large pore will only be filled at the 
penetration pressure necessary to force mercury through the narrow 
pore or opening. In this instance the intrusion will be recorded as a 
large volume or number of small radius pores. 
Another aspect which must be taken into account is the existence 
of any pores not accessible to mercury even at the highest pressures. 
These may be only accessible through very narrow pore channels or even 
completely isolated. Any such pores will not be recorded at all, 
leading to the so called "lost porosity" highlighted by Rahmanis. 
2.5 Hysteresis and Network Effects. 
The intrusion and extrusion branches from a mercury porosimetry 
analysis invariably display a degree of hysteresis. The amount of 
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hysteresis is dependent upon the nature of the pore network into which 
the mercury is forced. With powder samples the degree of hysteresis 
between the two branches is maximised. This is because the initial 
penetration of mercury into the sample is due to void filling between 
the individual grains, break down of any aggregates and compaction of 
the powder. When the pressure is decreased the mercury cannot recede 
from this interparticulate void space as if it was a pore, because the 
original pore structure is non-rigid. Other causes of hysteresis have 
been variously attributed to network effects within a rigid pore 
matrix, and pore rupture or irreversible swelling occuring during the 
intrusion cycle16.7"8 "19. 
Hysteresis between the intrusion and extrusion branches has also 
been attributed to a change in the contact angle of the mercury 
depending on whether it is flowing into the pore network or 
withdrawing from it7.8.9. The measured contact angle of the mercury 
on the solid surface is taken as the intruding contact angle, while 
the extruding angle may be calculated after the conclusion of the 
experiment in order to minimise the hysteresis between the two 
branches. 
Hysteresis has been related to pore geometry, with the intrusion 
curve being governed by the pore neck widths and the extrusion by the 
width of the pore bodies2°"21.22. The ratio of the radius at which 
the inflection of the extrusion branch occurs to that of the 
inflection on the intrusion branch may be calculated and plotted 
against the porosity of the sample. From the results obtained using 
model systems various types of pore geometries have been classified 
from their different positions on the heuristic diagram presented in 
Figure 2.1. When materials of unknown pore geometry are studied the 
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model which best describes the experimental results may be determined 
from the calculated position on the diagram. 
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FIGURES. 
2.1: Radius Ratio Method of Classifying Pore'Geometry. 
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FIGURE 2.1 
Radius Ratio Method of Classifying Pore Geometry. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GAS PERMEABILITY. 
3.1 Introduction. 
The permeability of a solid to a gas or liquid under specified 
conditions of temperature and pressure can be of great importance in 
defining the use of that solid for a particular purpose. In the 
context of cements and concretes it is usually preferable that the 
permeability be a minimum as this has been related to the overall 
longterm stability and durability of the concretes due to the mobility 
of the various gases and liquids through the pore structure which may 
lead to corrosion of any reinforcing materials or chemical attack of 
the concrete. 
If a solid is said to be permeable this implies that the 
transport of a gas or liquid through that solid may take place. The 
rate of transport, that is the bulk flow of the permeant, is 
determined by the conditions under which the flow is taking place and 
some inherent characteristics of the solid: the number, size, 
distribution and connectivity of the pores in the network. Other 
characteristics which may have to be taken into account include the 
affinity of the permeant for the solid, viscosity of the permeating 
fluid, temperature at which the experiment is being conducted and the 
pressure gradient across the body. 
The conditions under which the permeability of a sample is to 
be determined should be similar to those likely to be encountered when 
the sample is in use. This is because samples which operate below 0°C 
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may have their pore network blocked by ice-formation and therefore, 
measurement of permeability at ambient temperature could give a false 
indication of the relative merits or drawbacks of the particular 
system. 
3.2 Mode of Transport of a Gas through a Solid. 
Many fluids have been used to measure permeability and from 
the-literature, in the context of hardened cement pastes, the most 
popular appear to be: water, oxygen, air and methane. The method of 
transfer through the system may be different depending on the fluid 
chosen and the operating conditions: hydrostatic or driving pressure 
and temperature. In general there are two modes by which transfer 
through the body can occur: diffusion and concentration. These two 
modes are dependent on the region in which the measurements are taken, 
that is Knudsen or Poiseuille. 
The Knudsen region of diffusion control is entered when the 
mean free path of the fluid molecules is very much greater than the 
pore diameter of the solid. When this criterion is met the 
intermolecular collisions between permeant molecules will be less 
frequent than the collisions between the permeant molecules and the 
pore walls. Diffusion through the solid produces a rarefied gas and 
the viscosity of the permeant is no longer of any importance. Under 
these conditions the measured permeability is no longer dependent on 
the permeant and thus, a single value for the permeability of the 
solid may be quoted. 
When the mean free path of the permeant molecules is much 
smaller than the pore diameters then the Poiseuille region is reached. 
Under these conditions the viscosity of the permeant is important and 
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thus no unique permeability for the solid can be quoted. 
When intermediate pressures are used it can arise that one is 
working between the two regions for which no empirical equation can 
satisfy the data. To test for this situation the permeability can be 
measured at pressures below and above those usually employed for the 
measurement to check the correctness of the equation chosen. However, 
in the Poiseuille region, due to the effect of "slip flow" over a 
range of driving pressures a slight deviation from Poiseuille's 
formula may be observed. It has been shown by Kundt and Warburg' that 
when a gas is flowing along a solid wall, the layer of gas next to the 
surface is in motion with respect to the solid surface. As a 
consequence of this "slip flow" the quantity of gas flowing through 
the capillary is greater than would be expected from'Poiseuille's 
formula. 
3.3 Steady State Flow. 
D'Arcy2 found empirically that the rate of flow is directly 
proportional to the pressure gradient causing flow: 
BAP 3.1 
t 
where: V is the volume of fluid 
t is the time 
B is the permeation coefficient 
6P is the pressure gradient 
6, is the volume flow rate 
A more specific form of D'Arcy's law is embodied in the 
Hagen-Poiseuille law, which states that the flow of any medium through 
a cylindrical capillary, which is not too small, obeys the following 
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equation3.4: 
v-r4 Ty tAP 3.2 
891 
where: v is the volume of fluid 
11 is the viscosity of the fluid 
r is the radius of the capillary 
1 is-the length of the capillary 
t is the time 
AP is the pressure differential 
This equation can only be applied to non-compressible media such as 
liquids. In order to be able to apply it to gases the volume must be 
multiplied by the pressure at which the volume is measured according 
to the Boyle-Mariotte law. The left hand side of Equation 3.2 
represents the volume flowing through the capillary under the mean 
pressure: 
P1 + P2 3.3 
2 
where: PILis the entrance pressure 
P2 is the exit pressure 
This leads to the equation: 
P2v-r4T7t p Pi+P2 3.4 
8912 
In order to proceed from the single capillary to a real porous 
specimen Equation 3.4 must be multiplied by the number of pores per 
unit area (N) of the permeable cross-section (A): 
AN P2 v- r2 Z7 NAt r2 AP Pi + P2 3.5 
89 12 
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Where ANv is the total gas volume V, flowing through the porous 
specimen in time t, at a pressure difference of (PT - P2). 
Introducing the porosity E of the specimen, defined as the 
pore area N II r2 of unit area of the specimen a dimensionless term of 
identical value to the pore space of unit volume of the specimen 
Equation 3.5 becomes: 
V- r2 E. At AP (P1 + P2) 3.6 
8 9-1 2P2 
According to Manegold5 and Ziemens6 the factor: 
r2 E 
8 
3.7 
is defined as the specific permeation coefficient K., which depends 
only on the porosity of the material. 
According to Zagar' the gas compressibility can be neglected, 
because the deviation from the true specific permeation coefficient 
amounts only to a maximum value of 3% which lies within the error 
limit of the procedure. Through this simplification the specific 
permeation coefficient K. can be calculated: 
ifi, 1 
ap 
3.8 
The dimensions of K. are (length)2. 
During the experimental determination the gas flow rate 6, is 
measured at an absolute pressure of P2 bar. If the input pressure is 
measured as P, bar, this leads to the pressure gradient acrose the 
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sample as: 
AP - (PI - P2) bar 3.9 
and the average pressure as: 
Pl--+ PZ bar - 3.10 
2 
The flow rate at the average pressure is given by: 
2 1, P2 
P2 + PI 
3.11 
Insertion of this factor into Equation 3.8 leads to the equation which 
was used for the calculation of the permeabilities of the samples 
studied: 
K. -2 6v P2 1 11 m2 3.12 
A (Pi -P 
where: ri for oxygen at 20°C - 2.02 x 10-' Nsm-2 
9 for methane at 20°C - 1.09 x 10-5 Nsm-2 
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CHAPTER 4 
PHYSISORPTION AT THE CAS/SOLID INTERFACE. 
4.1 Introduction. 
Adsorption in the context of the gas/solid interface denotes the 
enrichment (or depletion) of one or more components in an interfacial 
layer'. Two factors, surface area and porosity, play complementary 
roles in adsorption phenomena. Thus, measurement of the adsorption of 
gases or vapours can yield information about the surface area and pore 
structure of the solid. 
The term adsorption was first used by Kayser2 to describe the 
condensation of gases onto a free surface. This was to distinguish 
the phenomenon from that of absorption where the gas may penetrate 
into the mass of the solid. The forces involved may be either 
chemical or physical in nature. Chemical adsorption or 
"chemisorption" involves the sharing or transfering of electrons 
between the adsorbed species and the surface atoms or ions of the 
solid. Physical adsorption or "physisorption" is dependent on the 
intermolecular forces of attraction and repulsion which exist between 
the gas and solid. 
The solid is known as the adsorbent, the gas phase the adsorptive 
and the adsorbed species as the adsorbate. However, where the gas can 
penetrate into the solid lattice the term absorption is used. Since 
it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between these two phenomena 
the term "sorption" may be more appropriate in describing the 
phenomenon. The related terms then become "sorbate", "sorptive" and 
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"sorbentn3. 
4.2 Physisorption. 
As has already been stated physical adsorption of a gas by a 
solid is due to attractive forces between the gas molecules and the 
atoms or ions composing the solid surface. These forces always 
include nonspecific forces of attraction, first characterized by 
London', and short range repulsion forces. Specific solid-gas 
adsorbate-adsorbent interactions due to the dipole and quadrupole 
moments and the polarizability of the adsorptive could also be 
present. 
The overall interaction energy of a molecule can be expressed 
ass: 
10. ° 
1! D + 0- + fÖP 9f- prq 4.1 
where: ¢D is the dispersion interaction 
'0R 
is the repulsion interaction 
'Op 
is the polarizability 
is the field dipole 
, 
OFQ is the field gradient quadrupole 
Although the polarizability term is usually small, the 
field-dipole and field gradient-quadrupole terms may be significant if 
the adsorptive molecules possess a permanent dipole, as in the cases 
of water and carbon monoxide, or a quadrupole moment, as in the cases 
of nitrogen and carbon dioxide6. 
4.3 Physisorption Isotherm Types. 
For a gas/solid system maintained at a constant temperature (T) 
below the critical temperature of the gas, the volume (V) of gas 
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adsorbed by a unit mass of adsorbent is dependent upon-the-relative 
pressure of the gas: 
V- f(p/p°)T, gas, solid. 4.2 
where: p° is the saturation vapour pressure of the adsorptive 
Most of the isotherms reported in the literature fall into one of 
the five'classes or Types I-V of the original classification of 
Brunauer, Deming, Deming and Teller' or the Type VI which has- 
subsequently been added by the IUPAC1. These six common isotherm 
shapes are presented in Figure 4.1. The different shapes of the six 
isotherm Types reflect differences in the interaction energies between 
adsorbate-adsorbent and adsorbate-adsorbates and the porosity of the 
solid. 
Pore sizes have been classified' into three ranges according to 
their widths: 
Micropores < 2nm 
Mesopores 2-50nm 
Macropores > 50nm 
The above classification has been made to describe the nature of the 
solids which give rise to the various characteristic isotherm shapes. 
The Type I adsorption isotherm is identified by a steep initial 
region at low relative pressure followed by a plateau which extends to 
high relative pressure. For many years this isotherm was interpreted 
in terms of the Langmuir theory of monolayer adsorptiona. 9 but now it 
is widely accepted that this mechanism is not applicable to physical 
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adsorption. The adsorption process is now considered to be-one of 
volume filling of micropores rather than one of surface coverage1O of 
the pore walls. This micropore filling mechanism3.11 is thought to be 
due to the narrowness of the micropores, with widths of only a few 
molecular dimensions. As a result the adsorption fields of opposite 
walls within the micropores overlap, leading to a deeper potential 
energy well than that for the adsorption on an external adsorption 
site, and thus, leads to enhanced adsorption. - 
With wider micropores where the enhancement of the interaction 
energy is less, a different filling mechanism is thought to occur, the 
adsorption taking place as a result of a secondary cooperative process 
in which a monolayer forms on the walls and then the proximity of the 
subsequently adsorbed molecules promotes the condensation of further 
molecules3. In this mechanism the process can be considered as a form 
of rapid multilayer build up within the wider micropores without the 
formation of a liquid meniscus. 
Type II isotherms are obtained with non-porous or macroporous 
solids, and represent the unrestricted monolayer-multilayer adsorption 
of the adsorptive on the adsorbent. A sharp knee at low relative 
pressure indicates a relatively high heat of adsorption, and thus, 
molecules are adsorbed into a layer one molecule thick until ä large 
proportion of the surface is covered, before multilayer adsorption 
begins. The amount of gas adsorbed at point B may thus be directly 
related to the surface area of the adsorbent. If the net heat of 
adsorption is low point B becomes less well defined until the Type III 
isotherm is reached. 
The Type III isotherm is characteristic of weak gas/solid 
interactions12. The weakness of the interactions cause the uptake at 
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low relative pressures to be small. However, once a molecule has 
become adsorbed the adsorbate-adsorbate forces will promote the 
adsorption of further molecules. 
If the adsorbents are mesoporous in nature this is illustrated by 
the presence of a hysteresis loop in the isotherm. Thus, Type IV and 
Type V isotherms are characteristic of mesoporous adsorbents, where 
the hysteresis loop is associated with capillary condensation 
occurring in the mesopores. These pores become completely filled at- 
high relative pressures as characterised by the plateau in the 
isotherms. 
The Type VI isotherm represents a stepwise multilayer build up of 
the adsorbate. The first step represents the formation of the first 
adsorbed layer, while the second step indicates the development of the 
second layer. Usually after about two or three well defined-steps 
unrestricted multilayer adsorption takes place. 
A number of isotherms do not readily fit into any of the above 
classifications. These include isotherms with characteristics of more 
than one Type, such as the mixed Type I/Type IV. Many solids give 
isotherms with a Type II adsorption branch but which also have 
hysteresis loops. This is due to the presence of a wide range of pore 
sizes in the solid, which extend down into the mesopore size range, 
thus, leaving the wider pores unfilled at the highest relative 
pressure but with capillary condensation having taken place in the 
narrower mesopores. 
4.4 Monolayer Capacity and Surface Area. 
Gas adsorption is most widely used to determine the surface area 
of a finely divided or porous material. The parameter which the 
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isotherm yields is the monolayer capacity, Vm, expressed as a gas 
volume at STP. The multiplication of Vm by the area occupied by a 
single molecule of adsorbate leads to the calculation of the surface 
area: 
A- VmamLX 10-11 
22414 
4.3 
where: V. is the monolayer volume expressed in cm'(STP) g-1 
am is the cross sectional area of the adsorbate molecule in nm2 
L is Avogadro's number 
22414cm3g-1 is the molar volume of one mole of an ideal gas at 
STP 
A is the surface area in m2g-I 
Under favourable circumstances the surface area can be calculated 
directly from Type II and Type IV isotherms since these have a knee 
and thus a point B at which the monolayer coverage is thought to be 
complete. Type III and Type V isotherms are not amenable to this 
analysis. When considering the Type I isotherm the calculated values 
of monolayer coverage are far too high due to micropore filling. 
However, the apparent surface area can be useful as a fingerprint for 
the particular adsorptive. 
4.5 The BET Theory. 
The most common method for the calculation of the surface area of 
a solid from the as adsorption isotherm uses the BET method of 
Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller13. Their theory was based on the earlier 
work of Langmuir8, but with an extension of the theory beyond the 
monolayer model to multilayer adsorption. The surface of the solid is 
regarded as an array of adsorption sites for which a state of dynamic 
equilibrium exists in which the rate of molecules condensing from the 
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gas phase on to bare sites is equal to the rate at which molecules 
evaporate from occupied sites. The equation is usually written as: 
P, -1+ (c-1) .p4.4 
V(p°-p) Vmc p° 
where: V. is the monolayer capacity and c is a constant. 
Both of these terms can be obtained from a plot of p/V(p°-p) vs p/p° 
where V is the volume of gas adsorbed at a given relative pressure 
(p/p°) expressed in cm3g'1 at STP. The plot has a linear region over 
a limited range of relative pressures. The slope s and intercept i 
from this linear region are used to calculate the monolayer capacity 
Vm and the c constant: 
Vm- 1c- s+l 4.5 
s+i i 
where: s is the slope 
i is the intercept 
The range of linearity can vary quite considerably according to 
the chemical nature of the solid. From the original work of Brunauer 
for Type II and Type IV isotherms the linear range was said to lie 
between 0.05 and 0.35 p/p° but for Type I isotherms this was shortened 
and shifted to lower values (0.01-0.1)10. 
The constant c which is a free energy term related to the 
enthalpy and entropy of adsorption14 gives an indication of the heat 
of adsorption of the gas on the solid. A sharp knee on the isotherm 
is indicative of a high c value, greater than 100 usual with 
microporous materials. While c values less-than 10 have a poorly 
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defined knee and point B on the isotherm. With the isotherm going 
through the point of inflection to Type III or Type V when c is less 
than 1. 
The BET theory is a simplification of the true conditions and as 
such several assumptions were made which include the following: 
1: Homogeneity between the adsorption sites on the solid. 
2: The restriction of the theory to the forces between the adsorbent 
and the adsorbate molecules, neglecting any forces between the 
neighbouring adsorbate molecules in the same layer. 
3: The assumption that`all molecules in all layers after the first are 
treated as equivalent15 since one would expect the interaction to 
diminish considerably with the distance from the surface. 
4: The assumption that condensation to-a liquid like film occurs at 
the saturated vapour pressure of the adsorbate'6. 
4.6 Molecular Cross Sectional Area. 
To determine the surface area and-porosity-of a solid by gas 
adsorption one of the most important factors to consider is the value 
taken for the cross sectional area. of the adsorptive molecule in the 
adsorbed state. The cross sectional, area of the nitrogen molecule a. 
has been calculated from its liquid density, assuming that the 
arrangement of the molecules-in their. liquid state is not disturbed by 
adsorption onto a plane surface. This assumption leads to the general 
formula: 
am -f (M/pI,. L) 2i3 4.6 
where: f is a packing factor for twelve nearest neighbours in the bulk 
liquid and six on the plane surface. 
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From Equation 4.6 the value of am for nitrogen is calculated to be 
0.162nm2. This value has been confirmed by the use of transmission 
electron micrographs3-7 on a wide range of non-porous optically smooth 
materials to within =5%. The exceptions have been attributed to 
localization in-the monolayer18 or capillary condensation. - 
Localization has been attributed to the quadrupole moment of the 
nitrogen molecule giving rise to a specific jOFQ contribution. 
This 
has led to criticism of its use as a standard adsorptive instead of 
the use of non-polar adsorbates of the noble gases: krypton, argon, 
xenon. However, the disadvantages encountered with these are that 
their interactions with adsorbents are not strong which leads to an 
illdefined knee on the isotherm and difficulties in locating point B. 
Due to the reproducibility of the measurement of the molecular 
cross sectional area for the nitrogen molecule on numerous adsorbents 
it has been taken as the standard by which other adsorbate molecules 
are measured. This can be useful with an alkane series where 
different orientations of the adsorbed molecule can lead to a wide 
variability in the measured surface areas. Similarly, the cross 
sectional area of the water molecule can be found to vary quite 
considerably due to localised-specific adsorption and the formation of 
a three dimensional hydrogen bonded structure before completion of the 
monolayer. Indeed the water cross sectional area and calculated 
surface area on some adsorbents can vary widely with that of nitrogen 
due to the special nature of . the water molecule and its capability in 
some cases of being able to penetrate into regions in the solid 
inaccessible to the nitrogen or other adsorptive molecules. This 
aspect is particularly highlighted in the case of hardened cement 
pastes where the water surface areas for a series of pastes can be 
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quite similar whereas those obtained by nitrogen can be quite varied 
and much lower19.20'21. 
4.7 Capillary Condensation and Hysteresis. 
In isotherms of mesoporous materials the most interesting facet 
is the hysteresis loop. This loop is believed to be caused by the 
phenomenon of capillary condensation occurring within the narrow 
mesopores, and its occurrence has been the basis for defining the 
mesopore size range from 1-25nm pore radius. 
Capillary condensation is the filling of pores with liquid 
condensate at a pressure below that of the saturated vapour pressure 
of the adsorptive. The Kelvin equation22 predicts the formation of a 
liquid meniscus below the saturated vapour pressure and may be used to 
calculate the mesopore size. For a cylindrical pore with a 
hemispherical meniscus the equation may be written as23: 
ln(p/pa) - -(2YVL/rRT) 
where: p/p° is the relative pressure 
4.7 
Y is the surface tension 
V1 is the molar volume of the adsorbate in liquid form 
R is the gas constant 
T is the absolute temperature 
The adsorption branch essentially consists of the build up of a 
monolayer/multilayer system, which increases in thickness as the pores 
fill until a meniscus is formed, with capillary condensation occuring 
in all of the pores of radius r as soon as the relative pressure 
reaches the value given by insertion of r into Equation 4.7. The 
hysteresis loop is produced by the restricted evaporation of adsorbate 
from the pores due to the formation of a liquid meniscus which is 
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stable below the saturated vapour pressure. The pores which empty on 
desorption are given by the following equation: 
r- rl -t 4.8 
where: rl is the actual pore radius 
t is the thickness of the adsorbed layer on the pore walls 
The IUPAC1 has classified four common hysteresis loops covering a 
wide variety of shapes, presented in Figure 4.2. The shapes of the 
various hysteresis loops have often been identified with specific pore 
structures. Type Hi has been associated with porous materials known 
to consist of agglomerates or compacts of regular shape and narrow 
pore size distribution. Type H2 is commonly found with adsorbents 
containing narrow pore necks leading to wide pore bodies, termed "ink 
bottle" pores. The Type H3 loop which does not exhibit any limiting 
adsorption at high relative pressure is observed with aggregates of 
plate-like particles giving rise to slit shaped pores often continuing 
into the macropore range. Similarly the Type H4 loop is often 
associated with slit shaped pores but in this case the Type I isotherm 
shape is indicative of microporosity. With many systems low pressure 
hysteresis persisting down to the lowest pressure attainable (shown by 
dashed lines in Figure 4.2) is observed. 
A common feature with most mesoporous materials is the sudden 
closure of the hysteresis loop which is independent of the nature of 
the porous solid (i. e. for nitrogen at 77K p/p° 0.4224 and benzene at 
298K p/p° 0.1725). This is thought to be due to the rupture of the 
meniscus followed by emptying of all the pores when the strain across 
the meniscus, caused by the lowering of the relative pressure, becomes 
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greater than the surface tension'of the liquid condensate in the 
pores. 
4.7.1 Low Pressure Hysteresis. 
Although hysteresis is normally associated with capillary 
condensation in some systems it may be observed even in the monolayer 
region of the isotherm. This phenomenon is termed low pressure 
hysteresis and may persist to very low levels of relative pressure. 
The effect is often associated with an activated entry of the 
molecules through narrow pore entrances2 in microporous materials. 
The inelastic swelling of a nonrigid pore structure during the 
adsorption cycle also leads to low pressure hysteresis. 
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FIGURES. 
4.1: Classification of Isotherm Types. 
4.2: Classification of Hysteresis Loops. 
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FIGURE 4.1 
Classification of Isotherm Types. 
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FIGURE 4.2 
Classification of Hysteresis Loops. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS. 
5.1 Materials. 
In order to minimize differences between the samples produced 
during the programme of study all the samples made with Ordinary 
Portland cement were produced from the same master batch of cement 
powder. This was a standard grade Ordinary Portland cement produced 
by Blue Circle and supplied by the British Cement Association (BCA). 
The composition of the cement powder-expressed as oxides is presented 
in Table 5.1. The potential' compound composition from the Bogue 
calculation is shown in Table 5.2 
The High Alumina cement was only used in the fabrication of 
macrodefect free material. The cement was produced by Lafarge and 
marketed as Secar 71. The composition of this cement expressed as 
oxides is presented in Table 5.3. This particular grade of cement was 
chosen because of the good refractory properties given by the high 
alumina content. 
5.1.1 Preparation of Hydrated Cements. 
Two different sample preparations using the Ordinary Portland 
cement were carried out in the BCA laboratories at Wexham Springs to 
produce hardened cement pastes of both high and low water/cement 
ratio. The high water/cement (0.5/1) ratio material was designed to 
have a relatively high porosity while the low water/cement (0.16/1) 
ratio sample had a low porosity. The preparation of these two samples 
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are outlined in Table 5.4. 
The macrodefect free cements were produced in the ICI 
laboratories at Runcorn Heath. High mechanical and flexural strength 
in these type of materials had been attributed to the special - 
processing methods used in their manufacture' which produced material 
of very low porosity. The mixing and curing techniques were 
fundamental to the porosity and microstructure of the hardened cement 
pastes. The preparation of these samples are outlined in Table 5.5. 
5.1.2 Low Water/Cement: BCA-OPC-16. 
The low water/cement ratio sample was prepared by a die 
compaction technique developed by Lawrence2. This technique produced 
hardened cement pastes of low porosity and enhanced compressive 
strength. The walls of the die press were initially coated with a 3% 
stearic acid/acetone solution. The acetone rapidly evaporated to 
leave a thin coating of stearic acid on the die walls which acted as a 
lubricant to ease the later removal of the dry compacted cylinder of 
cement powder. The die was then carefully filled with the cement 
powder and a pressure of 15-20 bar was applied whilst a vacuum pump 
removed any entrained air and thus aided the compaction of the dry 
cement grains. After 5 minutes the pressure was slowly released and 
the compacted cement cylinder was carefully removed and then immersed 
in water, to hydrate the cement. The sample remained immersed in 
water for 28 days at 200C to allow the cement to hydrate and cure. 
The sample was then broken up into pieces of ca. lcm3 and the excess 
water removed by filtration before storage in a desiccator under a 
vacuum of ca. 10-2torr. 
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5.1.3 High Water/Cement: BCA-OPC-50. 
The dry cement powder was weighed into a desiccator and 
degassed with a rotary pump for 10 minutes to remove any entrained 
air. An accurately measured amount of, distilled water was then slowly 
added to the degassed cement powder. After initial mixing of the 
cement and water the resulting slurry was poured into a perspex mould, 
completely filling it. The mould was sealed and then rotated through 
the vertical plane continuously for 16 hours while the cement paste 
hardened and set. Due to the rotation of the mould during the early 
stages of cement hydration no sedimentation or bleeding of the sample 
could take place. The hardened cement paste was removed from the 
mould, broken up into pieces of approximately lcm3 and cured under 
water at 20°C for 28 days. After this period the excess water was 
removed by filtration and the cured sample was stored in a desiccator 
under a vacuum of ca. 10-2torr. 
5.1.4 Macro-Defect-Free (MDF) Cements: MDF-OPC-1 to MDF-OPC-9 and 
MDF-HAC-1. 
The Ordinary Portland cement based materials (MDF-OPC-1 to 
MDF-OPC-9) and the High Alumina cement sample (MDF-HAC-1) were all 
produced in exactly the same manner described below. The method 
utilised in the production of these materials has been published 
previously3. 
The three components: cement, polymer and water were premixed 
in an orbital mixer to give a dry granular "crumble". This granular 
dough was chilled (to retard hydration) and fed into a twin roll-mill, 
where it was converted into a thin sheet. Any remaining occluded air 
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was removed by pressing the sheet at 4MPa for 16 hours at ambient 
temperature. The sheets then underwent various curing regimes before 
final drying at 80°C overnight. The mix proportions of the three 
components, final sheet thickness and production dates of the 
individual samples are presented in Table 5.6. 
5.2 Mercury Porosimetry. 
Mercury porosimetry determinations were carried out using a 
Carlo Erba Porosimeter 120 and Porosimeter 2000 shown in Figures 5.1 
and 5.2 respectively. The sample dilatometer shown in Figure 5.3 
consisted of a sample holder which incorporated a tungsten electrode, 
a precision bored capillary and the retaining collar screw and split 
washer. The low pressure Carlo Erba 120 apparatus consisted of the 
following: 
1. A three way valve which controlled the outgassing of the sample, 
filling of mercury and pressurizing of the system. 
2. A rotary pump which evacuated the sample holder to ca. 10-2torr. 
3. A travelling cursor of 0. lmm accuracy. 
After the sample was accurately weighed into the dilatometer 
the whole was placed into the sample holder and fixed into the 
Porosimeter 120 unit. All samples were then degassed for 10 minutes 
to ca. 10-2torr. The dilatometer was then carefully filled with 
mercury by use of the three way valve, until the height of mercury in 
the capillary was ca. 90mm. Measurement of low pressure mercury 
intrusion into the solid was made by following the drop in the height 
of the mercury with the travelling cursor after successive increases 
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in pressure, from vacuum to atmospheric. When atmospheric pressure 
was reached the dilatometer was transferred to the Carlo Erba 
Porosimeter 2000 unit shown in Figure 5.3. The high pressure unit 
consisted'of the following: - 
1. Low and high pressure oil reservoirs. 
2. Pressure multiplier between the two pistons. 
3. Screw top autoclave which contained the sensing device. 
Measurement of the change in height of the mercury in the 
capillary was monitored by the change in the electrical capacitance of 
the mercury in the capillary with the change in pressure and converted 
into a direct measurement of the change in volume by the dedicated 
computer. Blank measurements on the sample holder with mercury only 
were made in order to determine the compressibility of the mercury. 
The pressurizing and depressurizing rates of the system, which could 
be controlled, were maintained at the same values for all the samples 
studied (Pump speed 3 depressurization 1 bar s-1). 
5.3 Oxygen Permeability. 
The permeability of cement discs to oxygen were determined 
using an apparatus developed by Lawence4. The apparatus, shown in 
Figure 5.4 essentially consisted of a sample holder held in a gas line 
for which the inlet pressure was maintained at 3 bar. The sample was 
secured in place and the sides sealed by a soft rubber collar held in 
place by a pneumatic pressure of 5 bar produced from an inflatable 
rubber tube. The rubber collars were precast from a medium soft PVC 
(Vinamold Hot Melt, mp 120-150°C) for each of the different sample 
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diameters used in order to prevent any gas leaking around the edge of 
the samples. The permeability was determined by measurement of the 
volume gas flow on the opposite side of the sample at atmospheric 
pressure by means of a range of soap film flow meters. 
5.4 Methane Permeability. 
A similar apparatus to that described for the measurement of 
oxygen permeability was developed for the measurement of methane 
permeability. This apparatus shown in Figure 5.5 consisted of the 
following: 
1. A sample holder in which the cement discs were clamped between two 
rubber "0" rings. 
2. A Bell & Howell strain gauge (type 4-326-0003) to monitor the 
inlet pressure. 
3. A series of bubble film flow meters. 
The apparatus was tested with a metal disc of the same 
dimensions as the intended samples to confirm that the sample holder 
was leak tight to an applied pressure of 3 bar. 
5.5 Nitrogen Adsorption at 77K. 
Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms were determined on a 
Carlo Erba series 1800 Sorptomatic'. This was a semi-automatic' 
volumetric instrument, of stainless steel construction illustrated in 
Figure 5.6. The dosing system consisted of a variable stroke piston 
(P) driven by compressed air. The dosing circuit was controlled by a 
series of solenoid valves (V1, V2, V3) controlled by a cam timer. 
Pressure measurement was made by a Bell and Howell (type 4-326-1216) 
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strain gauge with a reported precision of greater than 0.5% full scale 
deflection in both increasing and decreasing pressure cycles. The 
liquid nitrogen level was maintained by a float and reed switch 
assembly (V5). 
Samples were preoutgassed, for a minimum of 16 hours, on a 
separate outgassing station shown in Figure 5.7. This consisted of a 
double stage rotary pump in conjunction with an oil diffusion pump and 
a liquid nitrogen cold trap capable of reducing the pressure to 
ca. 10-4torr. In many cases the samples were maintained at elevated 
temperatures during outgassing by use of a tube furnace controlled by 
a Stanton Redcroft furnace controller. After outgassing, the sample 
was transferred to the instrument in the sealed burette illustrated in 
Figure 5.8. The space above the burette tap being outgassed via valve 
V4. 
The dead space calibration of the instrument was carried out 
by admitting a series of nitrogen doses into the outgassed empty 
burette. The dead space correction was calculated from the slope of 
the plot of the equilibrium pressures against the volume of gas 
introduced. Correction of the dead space for the volume occupied by 
the sample was made using the Volume Compensator on the instrument. 
This drove a calibrated worm wheel which increased the dead space 
volume by the amount calculated to be taken up by the sample. This 
volume was calculated from the density and outgassed weight of the 
sample by the following equation: - 
Volume Compensation - Outgassed weight . 100 5.2 Density 0.499 
where: the factor 100/0.499 was the calibrated volume change of the 
worm wheel in cm3 
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Oxygen free nitrogen of 99.99% purity was used as the 
adsorptive. The instrument temperature within the cabinet was 
maintained at 307K by a thermostat device. 
5.6 Propane Adsorption at 196K. 
The adsorption of propane at 196K was determined using a 
gravimetric apparatus shown in Figure 5.9. The apparatus was 
constructed around a C. I. Electronics Robal microbalance9. This was a 
beam balance with hangdown wires from each beam. On one a silica 
bucket containing the sample was suspended while on the other a silica 
bucket containing counter balance weights. The balance had a full 
scale deflection between the two sides of 250mg with a precision of 
+0.01mg. 
The pressure was measured by a fused quartz Bourdon gauge 
(Texas Instruments Ltd) with a pressure range of 0-800torr. The 
pressure cell was maintained at 321.7K and was operated in an absolute 
pressure measuring mode with the reference port connected to a vacuum 
of ca. 10-4torr. The gauge employed optical sensing coupled to a six 
figure mechanical readout unit. The response was of excellent 
linearity throughout the operating pressure range with a specified 
repeatability of 0.0003% full scale deflection (equivalent to 
0.003torr). 
An adsorptive gas reservoir filled through a molecular sieve 
was connected to the measuring side by taps. The temperature was 
maintained by a card-ice/acetone slush bath which was found to have 
excellent stability to +O. 1K after initial cooldown of the hangdown 
tube had been accomplished. 
The saturated vapour pressure of propane was calculated from 
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the Antoine equation": 
log(Po) - 6.88668 - 834.260 5.3 
250.387 +T 
where: T is in °C 
Po is in mmHg 
Po - 118.9mmHg at 196K. 
Liquid density of propane was taken as 0.752gcm11. 
Samples were outgassed at 300K for a minimum of 16 hours to a 
pressure of ca. 10-4torr using a double stage rotary pump and an oil 
diffusion pump through a liquid nitrogen cold trap. 
5.7 Krypton and Methane Adsorption at 77K. 
Adsorption isotherms of these two gases were determined on a 
Micromeritics Model 210OD6 shown in Figure 5.10. The manifold and 
valve system is constructed from stainless steel interconnected with 
teflon and zytel ferrels. Sample bulbs were of glass construction 
with mirror finished vacuum envelopes to minimize temperature 
fluctuations. The vacuum system was composed of an air cooled oil 
diffusion pump to a two stage rotary pump and a liquid nitrogen cold 
trap. The pressure measurement was by dual Datametrics Barocel 
transducers of 0-40mmHg (565-90) and 0-1000mmHg (565-91) full scale 
deflection with reference ports connected to the vacuum and sorption 
ports. 
The dead space was calculated by using helium (99.995% purity) 
at the temperature of adsorption. Liquid nitrogen levels were 
maintained manually throughout the isotherm. A constant temperature 
controller maintained the cabinet temperature containing the manifold 
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and pressure transducers at 307K. High purity methane 99.995% and 
krypton 99.99% were used for the measurements. 
5.8 Methane Adsorption at 111K. 
A volumetric apparatus of a type designed by Harris and Sing7 
and discussed in detail by Baker' was used for the measurement of 
methane isotherms at liquid methane temperature, shown in Figure 5.11. 
Samples were outgassed in situ. using a mercury diffusion pump and 
double stage rotary pump through a liquid nitrogen cold trap to 
produce a vacuum of ca. 10-4torr. The dosing system consisted of a 
series of calibrated gas bulbs in combination with a mercury manometer 
whose level was measured by a cathetometer to lxlO-5m. The sample 
bulb was fitted with a copper collar to minimize temperature level 
fluctuations. The bulb was connected to the apparatus by means of a 
greased ground glass joint, cooled by a water jacket during sample 
outgassing at elevated temperatures. Adsorptive storage vessels were 
connected to the dosing volume via-taps. 
The temperature of the sample during analysis was maintained 
constant by a cryostatic bath shown in Figure 5.12. The cryostat 
consisted of a copper block held in a thermally insulated container. 
Good thermal conductivity between the sample bulb and the block was 
maintained by filling the space between the two with copper turnings. 
The block was cooled down by cold nitrogen gas, delivered to the 
system from a pressurized liquid nitrogen reservoir controlled by an 
automatic-solenoid valve activated by a thermocouple held close to the 
sample. Absolute temperature measurement of the sample bulb was made 
by a second chromel-alumel thermocouple held near to the sample bulb. 
Temperature fluctuations caused by the dosing of the cold nitrogen gas 
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were found to follow a steady sinusoidal path of +0.5K around the 
mean set temperature over a5 minute period. 
5.9 Water Adsorption at 300K. 
The adsorption of water vapour was measured gravimetrically 
with a spring balance of the McBain-Bakr type12 using a fused quartz 
spring of about lmm mg-' sensitivity. This apparatus, constructed by 
Baker8, shown in Figure 5.13 consisted of the following: 
1. Outgassing through a mercury diffusion pump backed by a double-, 
stage rotary pump, pumping through a liquid nitrogen cold trap to 
a pressure of ca. 10-4torr. 
2. A fused quartz spring suspended in a balance case thermostatted at 
299.95 +0.02K by a Townsen and Mercer thermostat bath. 
3. A silica sample bucket suspended from the spring by a fine silica 
rod. 
4. A detachable hangdown tube. 
5. A removable water jacket to thermostat the sample. 
6. A water reservoir and a pressure monitor. - 
7. Greaseless stopcocks (G. Springham and Co. Ltd. ) used throughout. 
Water vapour was provided from a reservoir containing triply 
distilled water13 which was degassed by repeated freeze-thaw cycles 
with exposure to high vacuum before use. Pressure measurement was by 
a Bourdon gauge (Texas Instruments) previously-described under propane 
adsorption. The extension of the spring was followed by reference to 
a fixed point on the balance case using a cathetometer to lxlO-5m 
accuracy. The spring was calibrated by hanging ,a series of known 
weights (Cahn Instruments Co. Ltd. calibration weights) which covered 
a range of extension greater than that found in normal use. The 
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spring was found to behave linearly elastically over this range. 
Buoyancy corrections were taken to be negligible. All of the samples 
were outgassed at ambient temperature for a minimum of 16 hours to a 
pressure of ca. 10-4torr. 
5.10 Helium Pycnometry Density Measurement. 
The densities of the samples were determined using a 
Micromeritics Autopycnometer 132014. The technique relied on 
compressing identically two quantities of a dry gas (helium 99.995% 
purity) at the same temperature and pressure, but initially of unequal 
volume due to the space occupied by the sample. When equal volumes of 
an ideal gas at the same temperature and pressure were compressed 
identical amounts, the final pressure would be equal if the 
compression was carried out isothermally or adiabatically or in any 
combination of these two modes provided that both were conducted 
equally. 
In the Autopycnometer two quantities of the same gas were 
contained in separate compartments within cavities within a large, 
monolithic, aluminium block shown in Figure 5.14. The compression of 
unequal volumes resulted in unequal pressures and an adjustment was 
made in the volume of the lower pressure compartment while under 
compression to equalize the pressures. The compression of both gases 
was then removed and the process was repeated twice more with further 
fine adjustment of the volume. The sum of the volume adjustments to 
bring about final equality of the gas pressure was the sample volume. 
The pressure/volume measuring cycles would be distorted if a 
condensable vapour, most commonly water, were present. In order to 
avoid this, the samples were dried to a constant weight in a sealable 
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sample holder (shown in Figure 5.15) at 105°C prior to any 
measurement. The reported precision of the volume measurement was 
0.001cm3 which gave an accuracy of 0.01cm3 after repeated 
determinations. 
5.11 Thermogravimetric Analysis. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TCA) of the cements was carried 
out on a Stanton Redcroft STA 780 instrument13. The accuracy of the 
balance was 0.01mg. The measurements were carried out in an 
atmosphere of air at a flow rate of 50cm3 min-'. 
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TABLE 5.1. 
Composition of OPC Expressed as Oxides. 
Oxide Mass X 
SiO2 20.54 
Fe203 3.40 
A1203 5.39 
CaO 64.08 
MgO 1.40 
S03 2.81 
Loss 1.07 
Na203 0.11 
K20 0.73 
T102 0.30 
P205 0.12 
Mn203 0.08 
Total 100.03 
TABLE 5.2. 
Potential Compound Composition of OPC. 
Compound Mass % 
c3s 52 C2S 19 
C3A 8 
C4AF 10 
CaSO4 5 
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TABLE 5.3. 
Composition of Secar 71 Expressed as Oxides. 
Oxide Mass X 
A1203 71 
CaO 27 
Si02 0.35 
Fe203 0.25 
TiO2 0.05 
MgO 0.2 
K20 0.05 
Na20 0.35 
SO3 0.15 
P205 - 
Mn203 0.01 
Cr2O3 0.01 
Total 99.42 
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TABLE 5.4. 
BCA-OPC Sample Production. 
BCA-OPC-16 
Die Compacted at 13 bar. 
Immersed in water. 
Cured at 200C under water for 28 days. 
Filtered then stored in a vacuum desiccator at 10-2torr. 
BCA-OPC-50 
Degassed then mixed with water. 
Hydrated in a rotating mould for 16 hours. 
Cured at 20°C under water for 28 days. 
Filtered then stored in a vacuum desiccator at 10-2torr. 
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TABLE 5.5. 
MDF-OPC and MDF-HAC Sample' Production. 
MDF-OPC-1&2 
Premixed in an orbital mixer. 
Twin roll milled into a sheet. 
Pressed at ambient temperature for 16 hours at 4MPa. 
Dried at 80°C for 16 hours. 
Cured at 20°C under water for 28 days. 
Aged in ambient conditions for 14 days. 
Dried at 80°C for 16 hours. 
MDF-OPC-3&4 
Premixed in an orbital mixer. 
Twin roll milled into a sheet. 
Pressed at ambient temperature for 16 hours at 4MPa. 
Aged in ambient conditions for 7 days. 
Cured at 60°C under water for 7 days. 
Aged in ambient conditions for 7 days. 
Dried at 80°C for 16 hours. 
MDF-OPC-5,6,7,8&9. 
Premixed in an orbital mixer. 
Twin roll milled into a sheet. 
Pressed at ambient temperature for 16 hours at 4MPa. 
Heated to 80°C for 16 hours. 
MDF-OPC-5 Burnt Out 
Premixed in an orbital mixer. 
Twin roll milled into a sheet. 
Pressed at ambient temperature for 16 hours at 4MPa. 
Heated to 450°C for 16 hours. 
MDF-OPC-5 Burnt Out and Rehydrated 
Premixed in an orbital mixer. 
Twin roll milled into a sheet. 
Pressed at ambient temperature for 16 hours at 4MPa. 
Heated to 450°C for 16 hours. 
Cured at 60°C under water for 16 hours. 
Dried at 80°C for 16 hours. 
MDF-HAC-1 
Premixed in an orbital mixer. 
Twin roll milled into a sheet. 
Pressed at ambient temperature for 16 hours at 4MPa. 
Heated to 80°C for 16 hours. 
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TABLE 5.6. 
preparation of MDF Sheets. 
Composition by Weight 
Sample Cement Polymer Water Sheet Production 
Thickness mm Date 
MDF-OPC-1 100 5" 12 1.50 Nov '84 
MDF-OPC-2 100 5ý 12 3.00 Nov '84 
MDF-OPC-3 100 5+ 12 1.50 Nov '84 
MDF-OPC-4 100 5+ 12 3.00 Nov '84 
MDF-OPC-5 100 5w 12 3.00 Jan '85 
MDF-OPC-6 100 5"' 12 3.00 Nov '87 
MDF-OPC-7 100 7" 12 1.10 Mar '88 
MDF-OPC-8 100 7' 12 1.10 Mar '88 
MDF-OPC-9 100 5" 10 1.10 Aug '88 
MDF-HAC-1 100 5+ 12 3.00 Nov '84 
* Polymer: hydrolysed polyvinyl alcohol PVA. 
+ Polymer: hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose HPMC. 
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FIGURE 5.1 
Carlo Erba Porosimeter 120. 
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FIGURE 5.2 
Carlo Erba Porosimeter 2000. 
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FIGURE 5.3 
Dilatometer Assembly. 
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FIGURE 5.4 
Oxygen Permeability Apparatus. 
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FIGURE 5.5 
Methane Permeability Apparatus. 
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FIGURE 5.6 
Carlo Erba Sorptomatic 1800. 
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FIGURE 5.7 
Outgassing Rig. 
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FIGURE 5.8 
Sorptomatic Burette Assembly. 
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FIGURE 5.9 
Gravimetric Gas Adsorption Apparatus. 
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FIGURE 5.10 
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FIGURE 5.11 
Volumetric Gas Adsorption Apparatus. 
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FIGURE 5.12 
Cryostat for Maintaining Liquid Methane Temperature. 
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FIGURE 5.13 
Water Sorption Apparatus. 
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FIGURE 5.14 
Micromeretics Autopyknometer. 
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FIGURE 5.15 
Sample Holder for Density Measurement. 
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CHAPTER 6 
MERCURY POROSIMETRY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
6.1 Introduction. 
The technique of mercury intrusion porosimetry was utilised in 
order to determine the total accessible pore volumes and pore size 
distributions of all the samples of hardened cement paste. Most 
samples were examined in their original state and after various forms 
of heat treatment and conditioning. From the total pore volumes and 
pore size distributions, differences in the microstructures of the.. 
hardened cement pastes due to the various fabrication techniques were 
identified. The BCA-OPC samples were produced to act as materials, of 
both low and high water/cement ratio, with which the MDF-OPC and 
MDF-HAC materials were compared and contrasted. 
The effects on the pore volume and pore size distribution of 
both types of macrodefect free cement brought about by`the, thermal 
degradation of the polymer at temperatures up to 450°C were 
determined. The stability of the microstructureýon-exposure to 
ambient laboratory and high humidity conditions after heat treatment 
were also assessed. 
6.2 BCA-OPC Samples. 
The results obtained from the mercury porosimetry experiments 
on the BCA-OPC samples along with those from the initial MDF-OPC and 
MDF-HAC samples are presented in Table 6.1. The BCA-OPC materials- 
were examined after drying the samples in a vacuum desiccator at 
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ambient temperature to remove any "free water"1 present in the 
capillary pores'-. This water would have been present from the curing 
stages during which the hardened cement pastes had been immersed in 
water for 28 days. Samples of BCA-OPC-50 were also examined after 
ageing, by repeated exposure to vacuum and ambient conditions, since a 
reduction in the. surface area measured by the gas adsorption 
techniques had been observed. 
The low water/cement ratio sample (BCA-OPC-16) had a low total 
pore volume due to the good packing achieved between the cement grains 
by the dry compaction of the cement powder-prior to hydration2. 
However, the broad pore size distribution of this material, shown in 
Figure 6.1, illustrated that although the pore volume had been greatly 
reduced by die compaction, the technique had little effect in removing 
the wider pores. 
The initial high total pore volume of BCA-OPC-50 was due to 
the high water/cement ratio used in the sample preparation. The 
dependence of the porosity of moulded cements on the water/cement 
ratio had been shown by numerous workersl. 3.4.5.6.7. The general 
relationship between the porosity and the initial water content was 
due to the incomplete hydration of the calcium silicates. The 
hydration reactions which lead to setting and hardening of the cement 
pastes only take place at the grain boundaries of the cement particles 
during the early hydration reactions'. Thus, in mixes where a high 
water/cement ratio was used there would have been an initial excess of 
water present which would not react with the cement during the early 
hydration reactions. This unreacted water would have been 
incorporated into the structure of the hardened cement paste as "free 
water" or "pore water" forming the wider capillary pores'. This pore 
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water could be readily removed by exposure to high vacuum or elevated 
temperatures, exposing the highly porous microstructure of the 
hardened cement paste. 
From the porosimetry curves, presented in Figure 6.1, it 
should be noted that BCA-OPC-50 had a large pore volume spread over an 
extensive range of pore sizes. A reduction in the total pore volume 
and shift in the pore size distribution towards narrower pores was 
brought about by repeated exposure to vacuum and ambient conditions 
shown by the conditioned sample. This effect, which had been 
previously found with similar systems9, was due to the further 
hydration reactions of the calcium silicates present in the hardened 
cement paste which had been shown to proceed over a number of 
years8 10. The new hydrate material formed in the conditioned sample 
fill the pore space in the hardened cement paste, reducing the overall 
pore volume and shifting the pore size distribution towards narrower 
pores9. 
6.3 MDF-OPC Samples. 
Mercury porosimetry determinations on the MDF-OPC materials 
were initially made on samples in their original states. The results 
presented in Table 6.1 obtained with samples from the first four 
sheets of material (MDF-OPC-1 to MDF-OPC-4) were found to display 
considerable variability in the measured total pore volumes. However, 
the pore size distributions were all very similar and the cumulative 
intrusion/extrusion curves all displayed the same characteristic 
shape, shown in Figure 6.2. From this plot of pore radius against 
cumulative pore volume it should be noted that the samples possessed 
very little porosity associated with pores wider than 25nm radius but 
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the intrusion curve-then displayed a sharp upswing which did not 
always reach a plateau; even at the highest pressures/smallest pore 
radii. This indicated the presence of even finer pores which remained 
unfilled. 
Due to the characteristic shape of the intrusion curve for 
these MDF-OPC materials the porosities of all the samples were 
arbitrarily split into two ranges: mesoporosity below 25nm pore radii 
and macroporosity above. This division of pore sizes into two regions 
highlighted the differencies between the BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC 
materials. Although sample BCA-OPC-16 had a similar total pore volume 
to the MDF-OPC materials the marked difference in the pore size 
distributions were clearly indicated from the results presented in 
Table 6.1. 
Analysis of the intrusion/extrusion curves indicated that, 
approximately 83% of the intruded mercury remained trapped in the 
pores after the pressure was reduced. This was indicative of a poorly 
connected microstructure containing many "blind pores" with restricted 
accessibility, allowing the mercury in the pores to become separated 
from the receding-bulk during depressurization. 
Network effects which control the hysteresis between the 
intrusion and extrusion branches of a porosimetry curve have been 
observed by many workers, with particular features identified with the 
shape of the pores. The ratio of the intrusion radius to the 
extrusion radius taken from the points of inflection on the respective 
curves has been identified as indicative of the geometry of the 
microstructurell"12.2-3. The results obtained with the MDF-OPC system 
suggested that large pore bodies were accessible through narrow 
entrances associated with "ink bottle" pores. With this pore geometry 
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a relatively high pressure must be applied in order to force the 
mercury through the narrow entrances which give access to the wide 
bodied pores beyond. However, these pores only empty at the pressure 
associated with the width of the pore body, leading to both the wide 
variance between the radius at which the pores fill to that at which 
they empty and a greater possibility of mercury entrapment during the 
depressurization cycle. 
In order to observe the effects caused by the thermal 
degradation of the polymer on the porosity of the MDF-OPC materials 
and the subsequent stability of the microstructure after exposure to 
water, sheet MDF-OPC-5 was produced. This sample was studied in the 
original state, after the polymer had been thermally removed and after 
the material had undergone thermal treatment followed by conditioning 
in water. 
It should be noted from the results presented in Table 6.1 
that the sample in the original state displayed the characteristic 
pore size distribution and low pore volume previously found with other 
MDF-OPC materials. However, when the sample was heated to 450°C for 
16 hours, an increase in the total pore volume was observed but with 
little change in the pore size distribution. The increased pore 
volume was to be expected from the thermal degradation of the polymer 
which introduced porosity and flaws in the material14. The stability 
of the pore size distribution suggested that the polymer had been 
present as a thin uniform coating over the cement grains in the 
hardened paste13. Thus, removal of the polymer had led to an increase 
in the pore volume but without loss of the characteristic shape of the 
intrusion curve. 
The percentage of mercury trapped during the depressurization 
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cycle was reduced to 70%. This indicated that the accessibility and 
connectivity of the pore structure had'been increased through the 
removal of the polymer, which had previously restricted or blocked 
some of the pore channels. The porosimetry curves obtained from these 
experiments are presented in Figure 6.3. 
A portion of the heat treated sample was immersed in water at 
ambient temperature for 7 days and then dried at 80°C for 16 hours. 
This treatment caused a reduction in the overall porosity but without 
any significant change in the pore size distribution. The reduction 
in pore volume was probably due to hydration of previously unhydrated 
cement surfaces exposed after the thermal decomposition of the 
polymer. Any new hydration products formed within the pore structure 
would increase the degree of pore blocking. This was indicated by the 
increase in the percentage of mercury trapped on depressurization back 
to 83%. 
6.3.1 Effect of Partial Removal of the Polymer on the Stability of 
the Microstructure. 
The stability of the microstructure after heat treatment and 
conditioning in water was more fully established from the tests 
carried out on sheet MDF-OPC-6. Samples from this material underwent 
intermediate heating regimes at 150°, 300° and 450°C for 4 hours 
respectively. Fractions of these samples were conditioned by 
immersion in water at ambient temperature for 7 days and then dried at 
80°C for 16 hours. The total pore volume and pore size distributions 
were determined at each stage of these processes. 
From the results presented in Table 6.2 it may be seen that 
the progressive elevation in the heat treatment temperature led to 
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increased total pore volumes but had little effect on the pore size 
distributions of the samples. The increased pore volumes accessible 
to mercury after each stage of heat treatment were due to the 
progressive removal of loosely bound "free water" and decomposition of 
the less stable hydrates and the polymer. The greater connectivity of 
the microstructure was shown by the decrease in the percentage of 
mercury entrapment after depressurization. Surprisingly, 
approximately the same total volume of mercury was trapped after heat 
treatment at the three temperatures, shown in Figure 6.4. This 
indicated a base value for the entrapment of mercury due to the 
inherent nature of the microstructure of the hardened cement paste. 
Conditioning in water of these materials, led to a reduction 
in the total pore volume but, as reported previously, left the pore 
size distribution largely unchanged. The porosimetry curves relating 
to these experiments are presented in Figure 6.5. The rise in the 
percentage of mercury trapped during the depressurization cycle was 
most probably due to the decreased connectivity between the pores 
through the formation of fresh cement hydrate gel within the pore 
structure. This would have restricted or blocked some of the pore 
channels and thus, have increased the tortuosity of the system. It 
should be noted that although the total pore volumes of the rehydrated 
materials were similar to each other, samples which had experienced 
higher heat treatment temperatures maintained broader distributions of 
pore sizes. However, surprisingly a higher percentage of mercury was 
trapped during depressurization for the samples heat treated at higher 
temperatures. 
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6.3.2 Reproducibility of the Microstructure between Sheets of 
MDF-OPC. 
The possible effects of the original sample position within a 
sheet of MDF-OPC material on the subsequent physical properties of the 
hardened cement paste were evaluated using sheets MDF-OPC-7 and 
MDF-OPC-8. These were divided into 5x5 grids labelled from Al-E5 with 
the outside and cut edges distinquished from each other. From the 
twenty five squares of hardened cement paste thus produced either 
discs or rods were prepared for permeability measurements or flexural 
strength testing respectively. The off-cuts from these experiments 
were utilised for the subsequent porosimetry determinations. 
In order to minimize the effects, if any, of the position in 
the sheet from which the samples were taken on the measured properties 
of the hardened cement pastes, Latin squares, presented in Figure 6.6, 
were generated for the two sheets. Samples were then chosen for the 
subsequent experiments in accordance with the numbering of the Latin 
squares. In this manner a random selection of sample positions was 
made for each programme of heat treatment and exposure to water 
vapour. 
Heat treatment of the samples at 150°, 300° and 450°C for 4 
hours respectively, was performed in the same manner as that used with 
the previous samples. Rapid ageing, to assess the stability of the 
microstructure, was achieved by exposing the samples to an enviroment 
of 100% relative humidity at ambient temperature for 3 days. These 
conditions were met by placing the samples in a desiccator with 
distilled water and outgassing the system with a rotary pump for 10 
minutes to a residual pressure of ca. 10'1torr. Some of the bulk 
water in the desiccator would then evaporate in order to establish an 
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equilibrium between the bulk liquid and gas phases, producing the 100% 
relative humidity enviroment. 
The porosimetry results obtained with samples from these two 
sheets in their original state and after heating to 150°C are 
presented in Table 6.3a, while the results obtained with samples 
heated to 300° and 4500C are presented in Table 6.3b and Table 6.3c 
respectively. It should be noted that samples in their original 
condition had very much lower total porosities than previously 
measured with macrodefect free materials based on Ordinary Portland 
cement. This was believed to be partially due to the increased ratio 
of the pressed surface to the cut edges in these particular sheets, 
which had been produced with a sheet thickness of only lmm. The 
defect free nature of the pressed surfaces would not allow the ingress 
of mercury into the porous structure which existed just below this 
surface layer, unlike the cut edges where the internal pore structure 
was exposed. The higher shear forces produced in the thinner sheets 
may also have contributed to the overall reduction in the pore volume 
by producing better packing between the cement grains during the 
initial roll-milling operation. 
The higher pore volumes accessible after heat treatment of 
these sheets in comparison with the previous samples was due to the 
increased polymer content used in the initial mix. It should also be 
noted that a more extensive distribution of pore sizes was observed 
for these materials after heat treatment, shown by the mercury 
intrusion curves presented in Figure 6.7. This change in the pore 
size distribution on heating, which contrasted with the results 
obtained with the earlier samples, may have been due to either the 
increased polymer content used in the initial mix, from 4.27% to 5.88% 
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by weight, the reduced sheet thickness, from 3mm to 1mm, or a 
combination of the two. 
As witnessed with the previous samples exposure to 100% 
relative humidity at ambient temperature for 3 days brought about a 
marked decrease in the total pore volume. Unlike the previous samples 
however, the pore size distributions were also altered. The samples 
heated to 150°C displayed significant reductions in the percentage of 
the macropores present, while those heated to 300° and 450°C showed an 
increase in the percentage of macropores present. Typical mercury 
intrusion curves obtained after exposure to water vapour are presented 
in Figure 6.8. 
From the results it was clear that the decrease in the total 
pore volume on exposure to water vapour was more pronounced for 
samples heated to 150° and 450°C than for samples heated to 300°C, the 
reductions were 77%, 52% and 35% respectively. In the case of the 
samples heated-to 450°C this was thought to reflect the increased 
reactivity of the exposed unhydrated cement surfaces when all traces 
of the polymer had been removed from the system. However, for samples 
heated to 150°C, the narrower pore size distribution which had existed 
could have been more easily blocked than that of the sample heated to 
300°C. The reproducibility between separate sheets of material was 
confirmed by the similarity between the results obtained for the two 
sheets. 
6.3.3 Homogeneity of the Microstructure of MDF-OPC after Pretreatment 
at 450°C. 
The reproducibility of the microstructure across a sheet of 
macrodefect free cement was established from the results obtained with 
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MDF-OPC-9. This sheet was divided into a 5x5 grid as before, but in 
this case all of the samples examined were heated to 450°C for 4 hours 
to ensure the complete removal of the polymer. The stability of the 
microstructure was assessed by following the changes after exposure to 
both ambient conditions and water vapour and reheating the samples at 
450°C for 4 hours. 
The results obtained for samples from Edge and Centre 
positions are presented in Tables 6.4a and 6.4b respectively. From 
these results it was apparent that the measured total pore volumes 
generated on heating were much lower for these samples than expected 
from the relative starting compositions of cement, water and polymer. 
This was thought to be most probably due to an ageing process in the 
cement powder during storage between the production of the separate 
samples. 
The pore'volumes generated at each heat treatment temperature 
were found to have some variation. Samples from central positions in 
general had lower pore volumes than those from the outside edge 
positions. The differences between the edges and centre were thought 
to have arisen from unequal shear and compaction of the dough during 
the roll-milling operation. This also explained the variability in 
the measured pore volumes reported for the previous sheets of MDF-OPC 
material. 
Some of the samples were conditioned by exposure to 100% 
relative humidity for 3 days, as described previously. From the 
results presented in Tables 6.4a and 6.4b the reduction in total pore 
volume and shift in pore size distribution towards mesopores was 
apparent. Several of these samples underwent further heat treatment 
at 450°C for 4 hours. This second heat treatment cycle was able to 
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generate higher pore volumes than those achieved by the initial heat 
treatment for most of the samples tested. However, the shift towards 
narrower pores, caused by the conditioning in water vapour, was 
largely uneffected by the subsequent reheating, even though the 
accessible pore volume had been significantly increased. These 
effects are shown by the mercury intrusion curves presented in Figure 
6.9. These results illustrated the instability of the cement 
microstructure in the presence of water vapour, after heat treatment. 
The annealing of the hardened cement pastes on exposure to water was 
to be expected from the observed behaviour of Ordinary Portland 
cements which had been previously reported8.9.16. 
6.4 MDF-HAC-1. 
All of the samples of MDF-HAC studied were taken from the same 
sheet of material: MDF-HAC-l. The pore volumes and pore size 
distributions were determined on the original sample and after various 
forms of heat treatment and exposure to water, in order to establish " 
the stability of the microstructure after heat treatment. The complex 
phase chemistry encountered with high alumina cements in the presence 
of water has been reported6"17 and will not be discussed here except 
in the context of the changes in the porosity and pore size 
distribution observed after the various forms of sample pretreatment 
and conditioning. 
In the original state the MDF-HAC samples presented an 
extremely low total pore volume which was difficult to measure 
accurately by mercury porosimetry. However, after the samples were 
heated in air, at 150°, 300° and 450°C for 4 hours respectively, 
substantial increases in the accessible pore volumes were observed. 
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Although the overall pore volumes generated, primarily by the 
decomposition of the polymer, were similar to those found with the 
MDF-OPC materials, the pore size distributions were much broader. 
From the arbitrary distribution of pores into the meso and macropore 
ranges, presented in Table 6.5, the differences in the pore size 
distributions of the two types of macrodefect free cement were clearly 
shown. From the porosimetry curves, presented in Figure 6.10, the 
broad pore size distributions, extending into the micron range was 
evident for all of the heat treated samples. As the heat treatment 
temperature was increased porosity in the samples was generated 
largely between 30-300nm pore radii. 
From the results presented in Table 6.5 the instability of the 
microstructure was clearly indicated by the changing distribution 
between the meso and macropore ranges with heat treatment and 
conditioning in water. Heating to 300° and 450°C had produced 
significant increases in the pore volume, especially in the macropore 
region. When the samples were immersed in water for 7 days at ambient 
temperature and subsequently dried at 80°C for 16 hours the overall 
porosity was reduced in samples heated to 300° and 450°C but increased 
in the sample heated to 150°C. These results are illustrated by the 
porosimetry curves shown in Figure 6.11. 
The increased reactivity towards water after heat treatment at 
450°C, which was sufficient to have removed all of the organic 
polymer, was indicated by the reduction in the overall porosity to a 
very low level. Reheating the materials to 150°C for 4 hours had 
little effect on the pore volume but a further shift towards narrower 
pores was observed, and the entrapment of mercury during 
depressurization also increased. The corresponding porosimetry curves 
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for these experiments are presented in Figure 6.12. 
The results obtained for the sample heated to 150°C were 
difficult to explain. Initial heat treatment had little effect on the 
pore size distribution and total pore volume, however, conditioning in 
water had increased the overall porosity and shifted the distribution 
towards wider pores. This was thought to be due to a phase change in 
the hardened cement paste which produced an increase in the density. 
The initial strength of High Alumina cement is mainly derived from the 
rapid hydration of the principal phase CA, however, the product is 
only metastable and can undergo recrystallization which may be 
accelerated by warm humid conditions: 
CA + 10H -k CAHio 6.1 
3CAH10 
ýY C3AH6 + 
2AH3 + 18H. 6.2 
where: AH3 is an aluminium hydroxide gel which subsequently 
crystallizes to form gibbsite 
It should be noted that, although water appears as a product of the 
reaction, conversion can only take place in the presence of water and 
not in desiccated concrete because redissolving and reprecipitation 
are involved. The limiting amount of water necessary for conversion 
is about 0.22 water/cement ratio, and, thus, conversion should not 
have taken place during the initial mixing and curing stages since the 
water/cement ratio was only about 0.106.17. The conversion reaction 
in Equation 7.2 from the pseudo-hexagonal decahydrate CAHIo to the 
cubic sesquihydrate C3AH6 is accompanied by a significant increase in 
the density of the material from 1.72gcm-3 to 2.53gcm-3 respectively, 
which would lead to a marked increase in the porosity6"17. 
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Subsequent heat treatment at 150°C for 4 hours, increased the 
porosity of the sample which had been heated to 150°C but had little 
effect on the two samples which had been heated to 300° and 450°C 
respectively. The mercury porosimetry curves obtained from these 
experiments are presented in Figure 6.12. All of the samples 
displayed a shift in the pore size distribution towards narrower 
pores, with that observed for the sample heated to 150°C being the 
most pronounced. 
6.5 Conclusions. 
All of the intrusion curves displayed an apparent "threshold 
diametern18 above which there was comparatively little intrusion into 
the hardened cement pastes, and immediately below which the greatest 
portion of the intrusion commenced. The threshold diameter was taken 
as indicative of the minimum diameter of pores which were 
geometrically continuous throughout the hardened cement pastes. The 
hysteresis between the intrusion and extrusion branches of the 
porosimetry curves has been linked to the pore geometryll, 12.13. The 
ratio of the extrusion radius over the intrusion radius is said to be 
indicative of the pore shape. Using this type of analysis all of the 
samples fell into the same category of possessing narrow pore channels 
leading to wide pore bodies, commonly called "ink bottle" pores. 
The low water/cement sample BCA-OPC-16 had a low total pore 
volume but the distribution of the pores remained very broad. This 
result indicated that although the porosity could be reduced by better 
packing between the cement grains, due to the nature of cement powder, 
closer packing which would eliminate the very wide pores was not 
possible by die compaction alone. 
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The high water/cement sample BCA-OPC-50 had the highest total 
pore volume. This was due to the presence of a well defined linked 
capillary pore network which was a remnant of the water filled space 
which had existed between the cement grains at the time of settings. 
When the material was conditioned by repeated exposure to high vacuum 
and ambient conditions the pore volume fell and the distribution 
shifted towards smaller pore sizes. This was partially due to the in 
filling of the pore space by cement hydrate products, but may also 
have been due to the reported chemical instability of the 
hydrates19.2° when a hardened cement paste is dried below 30% relative 
humidity which can lead to the decomposition of some of the hydrates 
and partial collapse of the smaller pores21. 
All of the MDF-OPC materials examined had low porosities and 
narrow pore size distributions. Even after heat treatment to remove 
the polymer the samples had few wide pores. Hydration of these 
materials reduced the porosity and shifted the distribution towards 
narrower pore sizes. Subsequent heat treatment was able to increase 
the porosity but only through an increase in the narrowest pores. 
Thus, the effect of water on these metastable materials was to reduce 
the porosity by the production of hydration products in the pore 
space, segmenting the capillary pores", which in turn shifted the 
distribution to finer pores. 
Samples which had been produced as thinner sheets gave rise to 
much lower porosities in their original state but had broader 
distribution of pore sizes after heat treatment. This was believed to 
indicate the importance of the relative ratio of the pressed surfaces 
to the cut edges on the porosimetry determinations. The importance of 
the composition used in the production of these materials was 
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indicated by the greater pore volumes made accessible to mercury after 
the thermal decomposition of the polymer. 
The MDF-HAC material was found to have a very low pore volume 
in the original state, but heat treatment was able to increase the 
porosity over an extensive range of pore sizes. Rehydration brought 
about significant reductions in the porosity of samples heated to 300° 
and 450°C although the wider pores remained. The sample heated to 
150°C and rehydrated showed an increased porosity which was thought to 
be due to conversion of the principal phases. Further heat treatment 
on these materials had little effect. 
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TABLE 6.1 
Mercury Porosimetry results on BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC Samples. 
Sample Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Mercury 
Volume cm'g-i Pores Pores Entrapment 
BCA-OPC-50 Original 0.181 40% 60% 54% 
to Original 0.180 56% 44% 58% 
BCA-OPC-50' Original 0.153 46% 54% 45% 
BCA-OPC-16 Original 0.024 67% 33% 97% 
Original 0.023 61% 39% 96% 
MDF-OPC-1 Original 0.042 12% 88% 79% 
Original 0.038 11% 89% 83% 
MDF-OPC-2 Original 0.023 9% 91% 84% 
Original 0.026 8% 92% 85% 
MDF-OPC-3 Original 0.025 4% 96% 78% 
Original 0.028 4% 96% 82% 
Original 0.042 2% 98% 83% 
MDF-OPC-4 Original 0.034 6% 94% 86% 
Original 0.025 4% 96% 81% 
Original 0.039 8% 92% 84% 
MDF-OPC-5 Original 0.025 8% 92% 83% 
" BO 0.054 6% 94% 70% 
BO&R" 0.034 6% 94% 83% 
* Conditioned by repeated exposure to vacuum and ambient conditions. 
+ Heated to 450°C for 4h. 
" Heated to 450°C for 4h, immersed in water for 7d then dried at 80°C 
for 16h. 
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Table 6.2 
Mercury Porosimetry results on MDF-OPC-6. 
Sample Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Mercury 
Volume Cm3g-- Pores Pores Entrapment 
MDF-OPC-6 Original 0.020 6% 94% 84% 
MDF-OPC-6 150°Cw 0.046 15% 85% 62% 
150°C' 0.048 11% 89% 64% 
150°C R+ 0.030 13% 87% 61% 
MDF-OPC-6 300°Cw 0.055 5% 95% 38% 
of 300°C R+ 0.032 9% 91% 62% 
MDF-OPC-6 4500C' 0.082 16% 84% 31% 
it 450°C R+ 0.034 12% 88% 75% 
* Heated to specified temperature for 4h. 
+ Heated to specified temperature for 4h, immersed in wat er for 7d 
then dried at 80°C for 16h. 
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Table 6.3a 
Mercury Porosimetry results on MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8 
Original and after Heat Treatment at 150°C. 
Sample/ Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Wt loss on 
Position Volume cm3g-1 Pores Pores Heating 
MDF-OPC-7 D2 Original 0.002 0% 100% - 
MDF-OPC-8 El Original 0.008 12% 81% - 
MDF-OPC-7 A3 150°C' 0.073 40% 60% 7.8% 
150°C R' 0.022 18% 82% - 
MDF-OPC-7 B2 150°C' 0.068 53% 47% 7.8% 
150°C R+ 0.023 4% 96% - 
MDF-OPC-7 B4 150°C* 0.069 43% 57% 7.9% 
" 150°C R+ 0.025 16% 84% - 
MDF-OPC-8 C3 150°C"' 0.066 42% 58% 7.8% 
of 150°C R+ 0.021 0% 100% - 
MDF-OPC-8 D2 150°C"` 0.071 62% 38% 8.1% 
of 150°C R{' 0.023 4% 96% - 
MDF-OPC-8 E3 150°C' 0.076 61% 39% 7.8% 
it 150°C R' 0.023 13% 87% - 
* Heated to specified temperature for 4h. 
+ Heated to specified temperature for 4h then exposed to 100% RH 
under reduced pressure for 3 days. 
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Table 6.3b 
Mercury Porosimetry results on MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8 
after Heat Treatment at 300°C. 
Sample/ Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Wt loss on 
Position Volume cm3g-1 Pores Pores Heating 
MDF-OPC-7 A5 300°C' 0.093 69% 31% 9.7% 
300°C R+ 0.067 87% 13% - 
300°C R' 0.064 89% 11% - 
MDF-OPC-8 A5 300°C' 0.097 63% 37% 9.9% 
" 300°C R+ 0.072 89% 11% - 
" 300°C R'' 0.071 86% 14% - 
" 300°C R-"* 0.068 90% 10% - 
300°C R+ 0.062 89% 11% - 
MDF-OPC-7 C3 300°C' 0.091 66% 34% 9.8% 
300°C R+ 0.056 82% 18% - 
MDF-OPC-7 C5 300°C" 0.093 67% 33% 9.8% 
300°C R+ 0.057 91% 9% - 
300°C R+ 0.064 89% 11% - 
MDF-OPC-8 Al 300°C* 0.099 69% 31% 9.9% 
300°C R-' 0.057 89% 11% - 
MDF-OPC-8 Cl 300°C" 0.093 70% 30% 9.8% 
" 300°C R+ 0.053 89% 11% - 
* Heated to specified temperature for 4h. 
+ Heated to specified temperature for 4h then exposed to 100% RH 
under reduced pressure for 3 days. 
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Table 6.3c 
Mercury Porosimetry results on MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8 
after Heat Treatment at 450°C. 
Sample/ Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Wt loss on 
Position Volume cm3g-1 Pores Pores Heating 
MDF-OPC-8 B2 450°C' 0.099 79% 21% 10.8% 
it 450°C R' 0.050 86% 14% - 
MDF-OPC-8 B4 450°C" 0.109 72% 28% 11.1% 
it 450°C R+ 0.044 82% 18% - 
MDF-OPC-7 Cl 450°Cw 0.101 78% 22% 10.9% 
450°C R+ 0.050 82% 18% - 
MDF-OPC-8 C5 450°C' 0.104 77% 23% 10.8% 
of 450°C R+ 0.045 82% 18% - 
of 450°C R+ 0.048 81% 19% - 
MDF-OPC-7 D4 450°Cw 0.105 78% 22% 10.8% 
450°C R+ 0.029 79% 21% - 
450°C Rý 0.032 78% 22% - 450°C R- 0.035 83% 17% - 
MDF-OPC-7 El 450°C' 0.106 78% 22% 11.0% 
450°C R+ 0.045 93% 7% - 
450°C R+ 0.048 83% 17% - 450°C R+ 0.060 87% 13% - 450°C R+ 0.067 93% 7% - 
* Heated to specified temperature for 4h. 
+ Heated to specified temperature for 4h then exposed to 100% RH 
under reduced pressure for 3 days. 
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Table 6.4a 
Mercury Porosimetry results on MDF-OPC-9 
Samples from Edge Positions. 
Sample/ Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Wt loss on 
Position Volume cm3g-1 Pores Pores Heating 
MDF-OPC-9 A2 450°C' 0.043 84% 16% 10.3% 
450°C R' 0.022 64% 36% - 
450°C R H- 0.068 59% 41% - 
MDF-OPC-9 A3 450°C* 0.049 88% 12% 10.5% 
450°C R-- 0.026 62% 38% - 
450°C R H- 0.071 55% 45% - 
MDF-OPC-9 A4 450°C' 0.036 86% 14% 10.0% 
450°C R+ 0.021 81% 19% - 
450°C R H' 0.053 55% 45% - 
MDF-OPC-9 B1 4500C* 0.038 79% 21% 10.1% 
450°C R7- 0.020 65% 35% - 
450°C R H- 0.048 38% 62% - 
MDF-OPC-9 B5 450°C" 0.042 83% 17% 10.1% 
450°C R+ 0.027 74% 26% - 
450°C R H' 0.033 58% 42% - 
MDF-OPC-9 Cl 450°C' 0.049 80% 20% 10.2% 
450°C' 0.051 80% 20% 10.2% 
450°C Rý 0.030 63% 37% - 
" 450°C R H- 0.038 50% 50% - 
MDF-OPC-9 Dl 450°C' 0.043 88% 12% 10.2% 
" 450°C R*' 0.032 72% 28% - 
MDF-OPC-9 D5 450°C'* 0.043 88% 12% 10.2% 
450°C R-1- 0.021 67% 33% - 
MDF-OPC-9 E2 450°C' 0.061 92% 8% 10.4% 
it 450°C R*- 0.033 79% 21% - 
MDF-OPC-9 E4 450°C"` 0.060 92% 8% 10.1% 
450°C R' 0.022 82% 18% - 
MDF-OPC-9 E5 450°C" 0.059 90% 10% 10.1% 
450°C R+ 0.029 79% 21% - 
* Heated to 450°C for 4h. 
+ Heated to 450°C for 4h then exposed to 100% RH under reduced 
pressure for 3 days. 
" Heated to 450°C for 4h, exposed to 100% RH under reduced pressure 
for 3 days then reheate d to 450°C for 4h. 
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Table 6.4b 
Mercury Porosimetry results on MDF-OPC-9 
Samples from Centre Positions. 
Sample/ Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Wt loss on 
Position Volume cm3g-1 Pores Pores Heating 
MDF-OPC-9 B2 450°C' 0.033 88% 12% 10.2% 
" 450°C R+ 0.019 63% 37% - 
450°C R H- 0.044 36% 64% - 
MDF-OPC-9 B3 450°C' 0.038 79% 21% 10.3% 
450°C R+ 0.017 53% 47% - 
450°C R H- 0.052 38% 62% - 
MDF-OPC-9 B4 4500C' 0.035 83% 17% 10.3% 
450°C R+ 0.017 59% 41% - 
450°C R H- 0.048 38% 62% - 
MDF-OPC-9 C2 450°C' 0.034 85% 15% 10.3% 
It 450°C R+ 0.017 71% 29% - 
MDF-OPC-9 C3 450°C' 0.043 88% 22% 10.5% 
" 450°C R+ 0.026 58% 42% - 
MDF-OPC-9 C4 450°C' 0.034 85% 15% 10.2% 
" 450°C R4- 0.018 61% 39% - 
MDF-OPC-9 D2 450°C' 0.040 83% 17% 10.3% 
450°C R+ 0.023 52% 48% - 
MDF-OPC-9 D3 450°C' 0.047 77% 23% 10.4% 
450°C" 0.043 79% 21% 10.4% 
" 450°C R- 0.016 69% 31% - 
MDF-OPC-9 D4 450°C' 0.045 80% 20% 10.3% 
it 450°C R+ 0.024 79% 21% - 
* Heated to 450°C for 4h. 
+ Heated to 450°C for 4h then exposed to 100% RH under reduced 
pressure for 3 days. 
" Heated to 450°C for 4h, exposed to 100% RH under reduced pressure 
for 3 days then reheated to 450°C for 4h. 
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Table 6.5 
Mercury Porosimetry results on MDF-HAC-1. 
Sample Pretreatment Total Pore Macro Meso Mercury 
Volume cm3g '1 Pores Pores Entrapment 
MDF-HAC-1 Original 0.005 60% 40% 95% 
MDF-HAC-1 150°C' 0.011 45% 55% 74% 
150°C RI 0.021 67% 33% 64% 
150°C R H" 0.038 8% 92% 88% 
MDF-HAC-1 300°C' 0.066 73% 27% 45% 
300°C R'' 0.044 27% 33% 55% 
300°C R H" 0.040 12% 88% 89% 
MDF-HAC-1. 450°C' 0.086 79% 21% 36% 
450°C R'' 0.015 27% 73% 74% 
450°C R H- 0.018 22% 78% 84% 
* Heated to specified te mperature for 4h. 
+ Heated to specified te mperature for 4h, immersed in water for 7d 
then dried at 80°C for 16h. 
" Heated to specified temperature for 4h, immersed in water for 7d, 
dried at 80°C for 16h then heated to 150°Cfor 4h . 
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FIGURE 6.1 
Porosimetry Curves for BCA-OPC Samples. 
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FIGURE 6.2 
Typical Porosimetry Curve for MDF-OPC Sample. 
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FIGURE 6.3 
Porosimetry Curves for 11DF-OPC-5 
Original, Burnt Out and Burnt Out and Rehydrated. 
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FIGURE 6.4 
Porosimetry Curves for MDF-OPC-6 
Original and Heat Treated. 
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FIGURE 6.5 
Porosimetry Curves for MDF-OPC-6 
Original and Heat Treated and Conditioned in Water. 
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FIGURE 6.6 
Latin Squares Generated for Sheets: MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8. 
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FIGURE 6.7 
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FIGURE 6.8 
Porosimetry Curves for MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8 
Original and Heat Treated and Conditioned in Water Vapour. 
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FIGURE 6.9 
Porosimetry Curves for MDF-OPC-9 
Heat Treated, Heat Treated and Conditioned in Water Vapour 
and Further Heat Treated. 
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FIGURE 6.10 
Porosimetry Curves for MDF-HAC-1 
Original and Heat Treated. 
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FIGURE 6.11 
Porosimetry Curves for MDF-HAC-1 
Original and Heat Treated and Conditioned in Water. 
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FIGURE 6.12 
Porosimetry Curves for MDF-HAC-1 
Original and Heat Treated Conditioned in Water 
and Further Heat Treated. 
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CHAPTER 7 
GAS PERMEABILITY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
7.1 Introduction. 
Permeability measurements have often been used to evaluate the 
microstructure of hardened cement pastes. The porosity of the system 
may be classified into open and closed pores. Open pores are those 
which are connected throughout the system and act in the 
transportation of the permeantl, while closed pores are those 
associated with dead end pores or pores which are inaccessible and 
play no part in the transportation of the permeant. The total 
porosity of a sample is given by the summation of the closed and open 
pores and thus the resistance to gas flow through a porous medium can 
be utilised in the determination of the permeable or effective 
porosity'. The permeability of hardened cement pastes has also been 
related to the effective pore diameter which determines the gas or 
liquid flow'-'. However, this aspect of the measurements will be 
considered in the final chapter when the significance of the results 
from the other techniques are brought together. 
The measurement of gas permeability was found to give a good 
indication of the nature of the cement microstructure. The relative 
stabilities of the materials after heat treatment and conditioning 
were also assessed by the stability of the permeability measurement. 
Initially oxygen permeability measurements were made on all the 
different types of hardened cement paste studied. After the 
interesting differences observed between the various samples, more 
- 12 3- 
extensive examinations of the MDF cements were conducted using methane 
as the permeating gas. Due to the differences found between the two 
classes of MDF material, based on Ordinary Portland and High Alumina 
cement, the results obtained from the two are presented separately. 
7.2 Oxygen Permeability. 
Initial oxygen permeability measurements carried out on the 
BCA and MDF materials highlighted important differences between the 
various samples of hardened cement pastes studied. The results from 
these measurements are presented in Table 7.1. The high water/cement 
ratio sample, BCA-OPC-50, was the most permeable. This indicated that 
the high water content used in the initial mix had produced a highly 
porous material with good connectivity between the pores due to the 
relatively poor packing of the cement grains during the early 
hydration and final set. This was to be expected since fresh cement 
paste has been described as a network of particles of cement in water, 
and the residues of the water filled space exist in the hardened 
cement paste as interconnected channels which Powers5 6 termed 
"capillary pores" and related to the overall permeability. Other 
workers have found general relationships between both the porosity and 
permeability7-8 and the initial water/cement ratio and subsequent 
permeability of hardened cement pastes9. 
Reduction in permeability by an order of magnitude was 
achieved through the die compaction of the dry cement powder prior to 
hydration, used in the production of sample BCA-OPC-16. By improving 
the packing between the cement grains before hydration the porosity of 
the hardened cement paste was also reduced with the higher die 
compaction pressure leading to the lower permeability in these 
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hardened cement pastes. Reduction in the porosity increased the 
overall tortuosity of the system and thus, reduced the permeability. 
This was in agreement with Daimon et all who found-that the through 
pores were greatly influenced by the initial packing of the cement 
grains. 
The importance of the width of the narrowest pores through 
which the gas must pass had been related to the overall permeability 
of hardened cement pasteslo"il. The efficient high shear mixing 
technique utilised in the production of the MDF-OPC samples to remove 
the wider pores should have had a considerable effect on the 
permeability of these materials. Thus, the observed reduction in the 
oxygen permeability by an order of magnitude over that of the low 
water/cement ratio sample BCA-OPC-16 was to be expected. The result 
confirmed the effect of the enhanced packing of the cement grainsl 
which had significantly reduced the average pore radius in the 
hardened cement pastes, and eliminated the wider pores. The 
permeability of the MDF-HAC sample in the original state was found to 
be extremely low. However, no further measurments on this material 
were made at this stage. 
The complete thermal decomposition of the polymer in the 
MDF-OPC material was achieved by heat treatment at 450°C for 16 hours, 
to produce the "Burnt Out" sample. This action led to a ten fold 
increase in the measured permeability of the material. However, 
rehydration, by immersion in water at ambient temperature for 7 days 
followed by drying at 80°C for 16 hours to produce the "Burnt Out and 
dehydrated" sample, reduced the permeability to a value close to that 
of the original material. 
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7.3 Methane Permeability. 
Having established the importance of the determination of the 
gas permeability for the characterization of the hardened cement 
pastes with the initial oxygen permeability measurements, further work 
was undertaken on the MDF cements with methane as the permeating gas. 
The effects of a range of heat treatment temperatures and exposure to 
ambient laboratory conditions and water, both in liquid and vapour 
phases, were investigated. Several sheets of the MDF-OPC material 
were studied during these experiments which also allowed the effects 
of altering the sheet thickness and the composition of the hardened 
cement pastes to be determined. 
7.3.1 MDF-OPC Samples. 
Initial methane permeability measurements were carried out on 
samples from MDF-OPC-6 in the original state and after various forms 
of heat treatment and exposure to water. Determinations were made on 
up to six separate samples at each of the three heat treatment 
temperatures studied: 150°, 300° and 450°C respectively, in order to 
assess the homogeneity of the samples. The reproducibility of the 
individual measurements was confirmed by retesting the samples at each 
stage. The average permeability values for each of the samples are 
reported in Table 7.2. 
From the results reported in Table 7.2 it should first be 
noted that all of the samples tested in their original state were 
found to be impermeable. This result may have been expected after the 
work of Hands et el T2 who reported that macrodefect free cements were 
leak free when tested with helium. However, after the samples had 
undergone heat treatment, even at quite low temperatures, they became 
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permeable. 
Heat treatment at 150°C for 4 hours was enough to create a 
linked pore network while the higher temperatures used, 300° and 450°C 
respectively, presumably widened the existing channels and increased 
both the overall porosity and the number of available pathways through 
the hardened cement paste, which reduced the tortuosity and thus, led 
to increased permeability. When the hardened cement pastes were 
heated, the ensuing thermal degradation of the polymer led to the 
formation of gaseous decomposition products within the body of the 
solid. The escape of these gaseous species from the solid produced 
the linked network of channels throughout the solid, making the 
material permeable. 
In order to assess the stability of the newly generated 
microstructure following heat treatment the samples were exposed to 
the ambient conditions of the laboratory for 7 days and then 
reassessed. From the results presented in Table 7.2 it may be seen 
that under these mild conditions the permeabilities fell to 
approximately half of their previous values. The samples were then 
immersed in water for 7 days, at ambient temperature, then dried at 
80°C for 16 hours. This action led to a considerable reduction in the 
measured permeability. These effects are illustrated by the plot of 
permeability against conditioning presented in Figure 7.1. From these 
results the instability of the microstructure of the hardened cement 
pastes on exposure to water, after initial heat treatment, was 
confirmed. 
7.3.2 Reproducibility and Stability between Sheets of MDF-OPC. 
The reproducibility of the microstructure between separate 
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sheets of MDF cement after initial heat treatment was established from 
the measurements made on samples MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8. These two 
sheets of hardened cement paste were divided into 5x5 grids labelled 
from Al-E5 with the outside edges labelled Al-A5 and El-E5. Having 
designated all of the twenty five positions, the Latin squares shown 
in Figure 7.2, were generated for each sheet to randomize sample 
selection for the subsequent experiments. This was done to minimize 
the effects, if any, of the original position within the sheet on the 
subsequent properties of the samples. Discs were cut from some of the 
squares for the permeability measurements while rods were cut from 
others for mechanical strength testing. As with the previous samples, 
replicate tests were carried out at each stage of the determinations 
of the permeabilities. 
All of the samples tested prior to heat treatment were 
impermeable. However, as found previously after heat treatment, at 
150°, 300° and 450°C respectively, the samples became permeable. The 
higher temperatures used produced samples with the greatest 
permeabilities. From the results presented in Table 7.3 it was clear 
that the permeabilities displayed a fairly wide variation between 
samples heated at each temperature, although the reproducibility 
between the sheets was good. 
Exposure to ambient laboratory conditions led to a gradual 
reduction in the permeability. The stability of the samples in the 
presence of water vapour was determined by exposure to an atmosphere 
of 100% relative humidity under reduced pressure. To attain these 
conditions the samples were placed in a desiccator, containing a 
vessel of distilled water. The desiccator was evacuated with a rotary 
pump for 10 minutes to a residual pressure of less than 10'11torr. 
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Water from the bulk liquid phase then evaporated to establish an 
equilibrium between the gas and liquid phases, producing a 100% 
relative humidity environment. The samples were maintained under 
these conditions for 3 days. Samples treated in this manner all 
showed a much reduced permeability. 
The wide spread of results at each temperature and after 
conditioning was found to be related to the original position of the 
sample within the sheet. Samples from the edges were invariably more 
permeable than samples from the centre positions. This edge effect 
was illustrated by the plot of permeability against conditioning 
presented in Figure 7.3. 
The initial permeability of the samples after heat treatment 
was much higher than that recorded with the previous material 
(MDF-OPC-6). However, the increased polymer loading coupled with the 
decreased sample thickness would have greatly reduced the tortuosity 
of the system, which probably led to the observed increases in the 
permeabilities. 
7.3.3 Stability of the Microstructure after Heat Treatment at 
450°C of sample MDF-OPC-9. 
To fully assess the stability of the microstructure after 
initial heat treatment at 450°C for 4 hours, sheet MDF-OPC-9 was 
produced. This sample was divided into a 5x5 grid, as before, and 
discs were cut from all of the twenty five positions for permeability 
measurements. 
From the results presented in Table 7.4 it was apparent that 
after heat treatment a steady decrease in the permeability occurred on 
exposure to ambient laboratory conditions. Exposure to water vapour, 
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after heat treatment a steady decrease in the permeability occurred on 
exposure to ambient laboratory conditions. Exposure to water vapour, 
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at 100% relative humidity at ambient temperature, under reduced 
pressure for 3 days, produced a sharp fall in the permeability which 
subsequent heat treatment at 450°C for 4 hours was only able to 
partially restore. Further ageing under ambient laboratory conditions 
led to another reduction in the permeability, with a second exposure 
to water vapour bringing it to a very low level. These results are 
illustrated by the plot of permeability against conditioning shown in 
Figure 7.4. 
The reduction in permeability on exposure to ambient 
laboratory conditions and water vapour indicated that the cements had 
undergone hydration reactions under these conditions. From the 
recorded weight changes against conditioning, presented in Table 7.5 
the plot of percentage weight against conditioning, presented in 
Figure 7.5 could be drawn. Comparison of Figure 7.5 with Figure 7.4 
confirmed that a relationship existed between the permeability and the 
changes in the microstructure brought about by exposure to water 
vapour. 
7.4 MDF-HAC-1. 
The results obtained with samples taken from MDF-HAC-1 after 
initial heat treatment at 150°, 300° and 450°C respectively, followed 
a similar trend to those obtained with the OPC-MDF materials. The 
results presented in Table 7.6 illustrated how all of the samples were 
found to be impermeable in their original state but that after quite 
mild heat treatment had become permeable, with the higher heat 
treatment temperatures producing samples with the greatest 
permeabilities. However, it should be noted that the reproducibility 
between separate samples in these cements was poor and the measured 
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permeabilities were much greater than those previously obtained with 
the MDF-OPC materials. 
The samples were conditioned by immersion in water for 7 days 
at ambient temperature then dried at 80°C for 16 hours. This action 
caused an unexpected increase in the permeability of samples which had 
been heated to 150°C, but reductions in the permeabilities of samples 
which had previously undergone higher heat treatment temperatures, 
with that of the sample heated to 450°C being reduced the most. These 
effects are presented graphically by the plot of permeability against 
conditioning presented in Figure 7.6. The poor reproducibility of the 
results obtained with the MDF-HAC materials indicated isotropy in the 
samples where the orientation of the through channels led to a wide 
range in the measured permeabilities13. 
7.5 Conclusions. 
From the results obtained with all the various hardened cement 
pastes several points may be concluded about the relationship between 
the measured permeability and the nature of the microstructure of 
these materials and also the relative stabilities of the MDF cements 
in the presence of water and water vapour. Initial differences found 
between the BCA and MDF cements were to be expected from the different 
fabrication techniques used to produce the samples which would have 
given rise to significant differences in the initial packing of the 
cement grains and thus, determined the nature of the microstructures 
in the hardened cement pastes' . 14. ls. Variations between similar 
samples of MDF material after similar regimes of heat treatment and 
conditioning were shown to have arisen from changes in either the 
composition of the starting materials or the sheet thickness of the 
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hardened cement pastes. 
In all of the cases studied, enhancement in the permeability 
after heat treatment was observed. This was due to the thermal 
degradation of polymer and less stable hydrate species, which lowered 
the tortuosity of the cement microstructure by the creation of a 
connected pore network. This reduced the amount of ineffective 
porosity due to discontinuous pores and pores with narrow entrances or 
high constrictivity even if continuous16. The higher permeabilities 
observed with samples MDF-OPC-7,8 and 9 in comparison to MDF-OPC-6, 
after heat treatment, were due to both the increase in the polymer 
loading used in the initial mix, from 4.27% to 5.88%, and the 
decreased sheet thickness, from 3mm to lmm. The increase in the 
permeabilities of samples produced with a higher polymer loading was 
to be expected since the amount of polymer incorporated into the 
hardened cement paste governed the porosity which could be generated 
by heat treatment. However, the decreased sheet thickness could also 
significantly reduce the tortuosity within the solid by decreasing the 
number of linked pores through which the permeating gas would have to 
pass in order to travel through the sample. 
Exposure of the MDF-OPC materials to water and water vapour 
led to a reduction in the permeability. After heat treatment none of 
the materials studied displayed any long term stability in the 
presence of water. A steady decrease was recorded under relatively 
mild ambient laboratory conditions, while direct contact with water or 
exposure to 100% relative humidity caused drastic reductions in the 
measured permeabilities. 
The results obtained with the MDF-HAC materials indicated the 
importance of the homogeneity of the microstructure on the 
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reproducibility of the permeability measurements. It had been shown 
by Powersl3 that isotropy of the pore structure in as much as the 
existence of preferred orientation of the pore channels would have an 
important effect on the measured permeability. The poor 
reproducibility of the permeability results with the MDF-HAC samples 
would appear to indicate the importance of the orientation that a few 
large pores could have on the overall permeability of these materials. 
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TABLE 7.1 
Initial Oxygen Permeability (m2 x10-18) on BCA and HDF cements. 
Sample Pretreatment Permeability 
BCA-OPC-50 Original 690.5 
BCA-OPC-16 Original' 173.6 
Original' 103.6 
99.3 
MDF-OPC-5 Original 3.0 
" Burnt Out" 28.9 
^ Burnt Out & Rehydrated"" 4.1 
MDF-HAC-1 Original 1.5 
it " 0.7 
* Die compaction pressure 13 bar. 
+ Die compaction pressure 20 bar. 
" Heated to 450°C for 4h. 
** Heated to 4501C for 4h then immersed in water for 8d and dried at 
80°C for 16h. 
/ 
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TABLE 7.2 
Variation in Methane Permeability (m2 xlO-16) with Conditioning for 
MDF-OPC-6. 
Pretreatment Conditioning 
Od' 7d' 7d water'' 
Original Impermeable 
Heated to 150°C- 4.7 2.2 0.8 
It 4.8 2.3 0.8 
n 5.2 2.8 1.0 
It 5.8 2.9 
It 6.4 
8.2 
Heated to 300°C- 22.4 9.4 0.8 
22.6 10.5 0.9 
23.6 10.7 0.9 
26.5 11.6 1.0 
27.4 12.6 
Heated to 450°C- 38.3 26.0 1.5 
43.3 27.0 1.5 
46.4 32.1 1.6 
49.9 32.8 
62.2 33.7 
68.7 40.9 
* Aged in ambient laboratory conditions for specified time (days). 
+ Immersed in water for 7 days then dried at 80°C for 16 hours. 
" Heated for 4 hours at specified temperature. 
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TABLE 7.3 
Variation in Methane Permeability (m' xlO-'A) with Conditioning for 
MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8. 
Sheet/ Pretreatment Conditioning 
Position 0d" ld' 7d' l4dW 3d water' 
S7 B2 Heated to 150°C- 15.6 13.1 13.1 13.1 1.8 
S8 C3 Heated to 150°C- 14.4 13.7 13.4 13.0 1.6 
S8 D2 Heated to 150°C" 11.5 10.9 10.6 10.5 1.5 
S8 E3 Heated to 1500C" 24.3 22.5 22.3 21.9 2.1 
S8 A5 Heated to 300°C- 82.7 80.7 80.0 70.3 28.1 
S8 Cl Heated to 3000C- 65.4 64.0 59.0 52.2 26.6 
S8 El Heated to 300°C- 78.4 77.7 - - - 
S7 C1 Heated to 450°C- 153.7 - - - - 
S7 D4 Heated to 450°C- 151.4 153.4 - - - 
S7 El Heated to 450°C- 222.7 322.9 - - - 
S8 B4 Heated to 450°C- 99.5 99.2 87.0 77.7 36.7 
S8 C5 Heated to 450°C- 111.5 111.5 94.6 86.9 42.4 
* Aged in ambient laboratory conditi ons for specified time (days). 
+ Exposed to 100%RH for 3 days. 
" Heated for 4 hours at specified temperature. 
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TABLE 7.4 
Variation in Methane Permeability (m2 x10-16) with Conditioning for 
MDF- OPC-9 after Pretreatment at 45011C for 4h. 
Sheet/ Conditioning 
Position 0d' 7d'' l4d" 3d waterer 450°C- l4d" 3d water'' 
S9 Al - - - - - - - 
S9 A2 172.7 85.3 57.3 5.0 68.2 37.1 3.9 
S9 A3 178.1 - 99.7 13.2 31.6 16.4 2.5 
S9 A4 157.5 103.6 71.5 5.7 41.4 22.4 1.2 
S9 A5 196.4 - - - - - - 
S9 B1 146.0 - - - - - - 
S9 B2 92.8 58.7 38.9 3.9 29.4 10.6 1.7 
S9 B3 97.4 62.0 40.5 - - - - 
S9 B4 83.8 55.2 34.4 4.5 25.8 10.5 1.7 
S9 B5 101.6 69.9 49.1 12.1 46.7 23.7 4.1 
S9 Cl 95.0 65.9 54.1 6.3 17.8 7.9 1.2 
S9 C2 112.7 86.1 - - - - - 
S9 C3 82.3 76.0 40.9 - - - - 
S9 C4 80.9 76.2 34.3 3.6 24.0 10.3 1.3 
S9 C5 89.6 - - - - - - 
S9 D1 131.1 86.7 54.1 6.6 40.4 18.8 1.0 
S9 D2 102.4 69.9 44.7 4.1 27.1 12.6 0.7 
S9 D3 101.1 65.6 40.4 3.9 28.6 8,7 0.5 
S9 D4 99.0 68.1 43.9 5.5 31.6 12.5 0,5 
S9 D5 106.9 74.3 47.4 5.9 32.0 14.3 0.5 
S9 E1 - - - - - - - 
S9 E2 186.9 127.1 83.6 7.8 53.0 23.5 3.2 
S9 E3 - - - - - - - S9 E4 157.9 105.8 67.8 6.7 45.1 20.4 2.5 
S9 E5 163.5 119.8 94.7 18.1 49.3 29.8 4.0 
* Aged in ambient laboratory conditions for specified time (days). 
+ Exposed to 100%RH for 3 days. 
" Heated for 4 hours at specified tempe rature. 
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TABLE 7.5 
Variation in Percentage Weight changes with Conditioning for MDF-OPC-9 
after Pretrea tment at 450°C for 4h. 
Sheet/ Conditioning' 
Position Od"` 7d'" 14d*' 3d waterer 45 0°C- 14d' 3d water'' 
S9 Al 89.5 - - - - - - 
S9 A2 89.7 92.3 94.8 97.6 91.5 95.2 98.6 
S9 A3 89.5 - 93.8 98.1 91.8 95.5 99.0 
S9 A4 90.0 92.5 95.1 98.3 91.8 95.6 99.0 
S9 AS 89.7 - - - - - - 
S9 B1 89.9 92.7 - - - - - 
S9 B2 89.8 92.8 95.3 "98.8 91.5 95.7 98.7 
S9 B3 89.7 92.7 95.4 98.6 91.6 - - 
S9 B4 89.7 92.7 95.4 98.5 91.7 95.7 98.7 
S9 B5 89.9 92.2 94.6 97.4 91.4 95.3 98.5 
S9 C1 89.8 - 94.4 98.9 92.1 96.0 99.2 
S9 C2 89.7 92.4 95.3 - - - - 
S9 C3 89.5 - 94.5 98.6 91.9 - - 
S9 C4 89.8 - - - - 
S9 C5 89.8 - - - - - - 
S9 D1 89.8 92.3 95.2 98.3 91.8 95.6 99.0 
S9 D2 89.7 92.6 95.4 98.7 91.9 95.6 98.9 
S9 D3 89.6 92.7 95.4 98.7 91.8 95.6 98.9 
S9 D4 89.7 92.7 95.4 98.7 92.0 95.7 99.2 
S9 D5 89.8 92.4 95.3 98.4 92.0 95.6 99.0 
S9 E1 - - - - - - - 
S9 E2 89.6 92.4 95.1 98.4 91.9 95.5 99.1 
S9 E3 - - - - - - - 
S9 E4 89.9 92.5 95.1 98.2 91.9 95.5 98.9 
S9 E5 89.9 - 94.1 97.9 91.9 95.6 98.8 
* Aged i n ambient laboratory conditions for specified time (days). 
+ Exposed to 100%RH for 3 days. 
" Heated for 4 hours at spec ified temperature. 
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Table-7.6 
Variation in Methane Permeability (m2 xlO-18) with Conditioning for 
MDF-HAC-1. 
Pretreatment Conditioning 
Od' 7d water-' 
Original Impermeable 
Heated to 150°C- 0.2 331.0 
0.7 428.0 
0.8 948.8 
1292.7 
Heated to 300°C- 193.7 2.2 
280.6 16.9 
373.1 23.4 
756.5 61.4 
Heated to 450°C- 477.3 2.9 
486.5 10.6 
621.8 23.3 
1519.2 28.3 
* Aged in ambient laboratory conditions. 
+ Immersed in water for 7 days then dried at 80°C for 16 hours. 
" Sample heated for 4 hours at specified temperature. 
n 
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FIGURE 7.1 
Variation in Methane-Permeability with Conditioning 
for MDF-OPC-6. 
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FIGURE 7.2 
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FIGURE 7.3 
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FIGURE 7.4 
Variation in Methane Permeability with Conditioning 
for MDF-OPC-9. 
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FIGURE 7.5 
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CHAPTER 8 
GAS ADSORPTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
8.1 Introduction. 
The surface areas of the various hardened cement pastes were 
determined using a range of adsorbates. The adsorption of nitrogen at 
its boiling point was used as the standard technique for the 
determination of the surface areas of all the hardened cement pastes. 
This was chosen since nitrogen adsorption has been widely accepted as 
the standard against which other gas and vapour adsorption 
determinations may be assessed'-. For the measurement of very low 
surface areas <lm2g-'- krypton adsorption at 77K was used. The 
adsorption of propane and methane were determined in order to 
distinguish whether the adsorption capacity of the cements was reduced 
for these larger molecules. The surface areas were also determined 
using water vapour. The special behaviour of this molecule with 
traditionally produced hardened cement pastes has been well 
documented2.3 but the effects on the MDF materials which incorporated 
an organic polymer were unknown. 
8.2 Nitrogen Adsorption at 77K on OPC Samples. 
The surface areas of all the OPC based samples were initially 
determined after outgassing at ambient temperature overnight. The 
effects of outgassing at temperatures up to 450°C were also determined 
on selected samples of both the BCA and MDF materials. The surface 
area results for the BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC materials are presented in 
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Table 8.1. All of the various samples studied gave Type II isotherms 
with a hysteresis loop of type H3 when outgassed at ambient 
temperature, shown in Figure 8.1. The shape of the isotherm and the 
presence of the hysteresis loop indicated that all of the samples, 
including the MDF-OPC materials, had a wide distribution of mesopores 
which extended into the, macropore region. The low surface areas and c 
values suggested the absence of any microporosity in the samples. 
Since none of the isotherms reached a plateau at high relative 
pressure, pore size distribution measurements could not be determined. 
Sample BCA-OPC-16 had a relatively low surface area of only 
ca. 2m2g-1 which was little changed by outgassing at 150° or 300°C. 
The stability of this material was thought to be due to the low 
water/cement ratio and die compaction technique used in the processing 
of this sample which had limited the porosity. This was not found to 
be the case with the high water/cement ratio sample BCA-OPC-50. This 
material initially had a higher surface area than the other hardened 
cement pastes which was to be expected from the much higher 
water/cement ratio used', '. However, the surface area fell to about 
half of the initial value during the period of study. 
The decrease in the surface area of BCA-OPC-50 was indicative 
of the instablity of the cement microstructure after repeated exposure 
to high vacuum and ambient conditions. The instability of some of the 
hydrate materials in Ordinary Portland cements exposed to low relative 
humidities had been shown by previous workers6"7"8. This instability 
may have led to the observed reduction in the internal surface area 
accessible to the nitrogen molecule, through the collapse of some of 
the smaller pores after the repeated exposure to high vacuum and 
ambient conditions9"lo"11.12.1.3. The decrease in the surface area may 
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also have been due to the increase in the degree of hydration of the 
material due to the exposure to atmospheric water vapour14. Although 
dry storage has also been found to cause a reduction in surface 
l'"16. area 
The surface area of the aged sample of BCA-OPC-50 was measured 
after outgassing at room temperature and at 150°, 300° and 450°C 
respectively. These results demonstrated the instability of the 
cement microstructure as the measured surface area increased from 
ca. 10m2g-1 after outgassing at ambient temperature to ca. 20,30 and 
40m2g-1 after outgassing at 150°, 300° and 450°C respectively. 
All of the MDF-OPC materials had low surface areas after 
outgassing at ambient temperature. However, it should be noted that 
for the first four materials, which were produced at the same time, 
the thinner samples gave rise to higher surface areas i. e. MDF-OPC-l 
and MDF-OPC-3 compared with MDF-OPC-2 and MDF-OPC-4 respectively. 
The surface area of sample MDF-OPC-6 was determined after 
outgassing at ambient temperature and after heat treatment up to 
450°C. This sample had a surface area in the expected range when 
outgassed at ambient temperature, ca. 4m2g-1, however, outgassing at 
elevated temperatures led to significant increases in the measured 
surface areas up to ca. 40m2g-I.. The increases in the surface areas 
of the heat treated samples were due to the greater accessability to 
the internal porosities of the materials after the partial or complete 
decomposition of the polymer and less stable cement hydrates. Two 
principal effects were: the creation of a larger mesoporous pore 
volume and greater connectivity of the internal pore structure which 
may have previously been blocked by the polymer and cement hydrates. 
Evidence for these effects was given by the observed changes in the 
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shapes of the nitrogen isotherms with heat treatment, presented in 
Figure 8.2. The increased surface areas were indicated by the upward 
displacement of the isotherms as the outgassing temperature was 
raised, while the narrowing hysteresis loop of the desorption branches 
indicated the shift in the mesopore size distribution towards wider 
pores. 
8.3 Nitrogen and Krypton Adsorption at 77K on MDF-HAC-1. 
The surface area of the High Alumina cement based macrodefect 
free material was first determined using nitrogen. However, due to 
the very low surface area of the material after outgassing at ambient 
temperature, it was found necessary to use krypton adsorption 
measurement. The effects of outgassing at elevated temperatures up to 
450°C were determined along with the effect of exposure to ambient 
conditions after heat treatment at 450°C under vacuum. Samples were 
also outgassed at elevated temperatures for 60 hours prior to surface 
area determinations in order to establish whether the materials had 
attained stable states when outgassed overnight. The surface area 
results from all of these determinations are presented in Table 8.2. 
Nitrogers adsorption was found to be unsatisfactory for the 
measurement of the surface area of the material after outgassing at 
ambient temperatures due to the extremely low surface area. The 
surface area of 2x10'2m2g'1 was thus determined using krypton. This 
very low surface area confirmed the nonporous defect free nature of 
this class of material when produced with High Alumina cement. When 
the material was outgassed at elevated temperatures up to 450°C the 
measured surface areas were found to increase. Samples which were 
outgassed at 1500C gave rise to a broad range of measured surface 
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areas from ca. 0-9m2g-X. However, samples outgassed at 300° and 450°C 
gave reproducible surface areas of ca. 30m2g-1 for both pretreatment 
temperatures. 
The wide distribution of surface areas after outgassing at 
150°C was thought to be due to slow decomposition of the polymer and 
any unstable hydrate materials at this temperature. To establish if 
this were the case samples were outgassed at 150°, 300° and 450°C 
respectivly for 60 hours before the nitrogen surface areas were 
determined. For samples heated to 300° and 450°C the surface areas 
were found to be similar to those obtained on outgassing overnight. 
However, for the sample heated to 150°C the surface area increased to 
a value close to that obtained with heat treatment at the higher 
temperatures. This result confirmed that the variability in the 
surface area determination after outgassing at 150°C overnight was due 
to the slow decomposition of the polymer and less stable hydrates 
under these conditions, which blocked the access of the nitrogen 
molecule to any internal porosity which may have existed. 
One sample of cement was outgassed at 450°C overnight and then 
exposed to ambient laboratory conditions for 1 hour prior to 
reoutgassing at ambient temperature. This action caused the surface 
area to fall to only 6m2g-1. The rapid loss in the surface area of 
this sample on exposure to ambient conditions indicated the highly 
reactive nature of the material after the thermal degradation of the 
polymer and less stable hydrates. 
8.4 Propane Adsorption on OPC and HAC Samples at 195K. 
Propane isotherms on the various samples of'hardened cement 
paste were determined to ascertain if the adsorption of aliphatic 
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hydrocarbons were enhanced or diminished with respect to that of 
nitrogen. Since aliphatic hydrocarbons lack electrical quadrupoles 
and dipoles, the sorption data were less sensitive to the chemical 
nature of the surface unlike nitrogen or water16, however, the greater 
size of the molecule may have led to diminished adsorption capacity 
due to any steric hindrance. 
In order to estimate the value for the area occupied by the 
propane molecule under the experimental conditions, an isotherm on the 
nonporous silica TK900 was first determined. The nitrogen isotherm on 
the same silica had previously been accurately measured by Carrott17. 
These two isotherms are presented in Figure 8.3. It should be noted 
that the knee of the propane isotherm was not as well defined as that 
given by nitrogen and that the c value of 9 was also much lower than 
that found with nitrogen of 101. The small hysteresis loop observed 
with both gases at high relative pressures was due to a slight amount 
of capillary condensation within the interparticulate spaces of the 
nonporous powder. The surface area determined from the nitrogen 
isotherm of 136m2g-1 was also given by propane if the area occupied by 
the molecule was taken as 0.482nm2. Subsequent work on the cement 
samples utilised this figure in the calculation of surface areas. 
Due to the extremely low surface area of the MDF-HAC-1 
material the beam balance mechanism employed in the measurement of the 
propane isotherms was found to give negative uptakes of gas adsorbed. 
This was due to the differences in the buoyancy effects of the 
calibration weights on one side of the balance in comparison with the 
hardened cement paste on the other. Although these buoyancy effects 
were small, the calibration graph presented in Figure 8.4 was drawn 
from the results obtained from several measurements of the MDF-HAC-1 
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sample which allowed for the recalculation of the data obtained with 
all the other samples. 
From the results presented in Table 8.3 it was apparent that 
the propane uptakes were similar to those measured with nitrogen 
although the c values were much lower. This indicated that although 
the larger propane molecule was not sterically hindered from 
adsorption onto the internal pore network of the hardened cement 
pastes, the strength of the adsorption interaction was diminished. 
The decrease in the surface area of the high water/cement ratio 
sample, BCA-OPC-50, was confirmed. 
The isotherms were all of Type II in character, however, 
hysteresis was always observed as shown in Figure 8.5. The small 
amount of hysteresis between the adsorption and desorption branches 
which persisted down to the lowest pressures was thought to be due to 
slight drift in the C. I. balance over the course of the isotherm, 
caused by the very low uptakes observed with all of the hardened 
cement pastes studied. The knee at ca. 0.2 p/p° resulting in the near 
closure of the hysteresis branch was found to be characteristic with 
all the propane isotherms measured. 
8.5 Methane Adsorption on OPC and HAC Samples at 77K and 112K. 
The adsorption of methane at liquid nitrogen temperature and 
at the boiling point of methane were determined on some of the 
hardened cement pastes. The effect of heat treatment on the surface 
areas of the macrodefect free materials were also investigated. 
Although methane is a solid at 77K it still has a vapour 
pressure above the solid of 10mmHg. Adsorption at 77K was initially 
studied due to the ease of maintaining the sample bath temperature. 
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The results, presented in Table 8.4, were similar to those obtained by 
nitrogen adsorption. As with the propane adsorption it should be 
noted that the c values were much lower than those obtained with 
nitrogen. 
Due to the low kinetic energy of the methane molecule at this 
temperature equilibrium times between successive points were commonly 
more than 40 minutes. Thus, only the initial part of the isotherm up 
to a relative pressure of 0.4 was determined. Uncertainty over the 
adsorbed state of the methane molecule at such low temperatures was 
also expressed and so a more comprehensive study of methane adsorption 
at 77K was not attempted. 
Further work on methane adsorption was carried out at the 
boiling point of methane (112K). The results obtained with the OPC 
based materials are presented in Table 8.5. From these results it 
should be noted that the samples outgassed at ambient temperature gave 
similar surface areas to those obtained by nitrogen adsorption. 
Similarly, outgassing at elevated temperatures led to increases in the 
measured surface areas. The metastability of the materials after heat 
treatment was shown by the decreases in the surface areas of samples 
exposed to ambient conditions. Subsequent heat treatment was able to 
regenerate the high surface areas, which again indicated the 
metastability of the materials. 
The results obtained with samples of MDF-HAC-l after various 
forms of heat treatment and exposure are presented in Table 8.6. It 
should be noted that as with the nitrogen adsorption results 
outgassing at elevated temperatures up to 450°C led to increases in 
the surface area. Exposure to ambient conditions after outgassing at 
450°C led to a fall in the surface area. However, further outgassing 
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at 450°C was able to restore the surface area. Exposure to 100% 
relative humidity of this sample again reduced the surface area but 
subsequent outgassing at 150° and 300°C had little effect on the 
overall surface area. These measurements confirmed the metastability 
of the materials after heat treatment and exposure to high vacuum 6"7-8 
and the reactivity of the hardened cement pastes particularly towards 
water 14. 
8.6 Water Sorption on OPC and HAC Samples at 300K. 
The water sorption isotherms of some of the cements were 
determined after outgassing at ambient temperature overnight. 
Although most workers have used an outgassing temperature of 105°C to 
remove the pore water from the hardened cement pastes, this could not 
be done with the MDF samples without causing some decomposition of the 
organic polymer. Also it was felt that direct comparison with the 
results obtained with nitrogen after similar outgassing treatment 
would 
be useful. 
From the results presented in Table 8.7 it should be noted 
that for all the cements analyzed the calculated surface areas, using 
0.104nm2 as the size of the water molecule, were approximately five 
times greater than the corresponding nitrogen surface areas. The 
adsorption of water vapour onto cements has often been shown to lead 
to much higher areas than those obtained from nitrogen 
adsorption 2.11.19.20. This has been attributed to the water molecule 
being able to enter parts of the layered structure of the cement gel 
which are inaccessible to the nitrogen molecule. This water may not 
be in a true physically adsorbed state but as a structural and 
"chemical" component that has been termed as interlayer-hydrate 
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water21. Due to this ability of the water molecule the surface areas 
calculated from the isotherms were not taken as a true measure of the 
surface areas of the materials? 22, unlike those obtained with 
nitrogen. 
Hysteresis was observed with all of the samples, with 
nonclosure of the hysteresis loop even after extended periods of 
outgassing at ambient temperature. The typical isotherms shapes are 
shown in Figure 8.6. The low pressure hysteresis has been attributed 
to irreversible intercalation of the adsorbate within the structure of 
the solid. Most cements have a layered structure and a change in the 
spacing of these layers after water adsorption has been observed by 
some workers". 
The hydrates of Ordinary Portland cement paste cannot be 
regarded as inert, and their chemical stability under various 
conditions plays an important role in many phenomena. However, the 
instability of the hydrates makes it difficult to distinguish between 
the adsorbed and interlayer water6 from the shape of the isotherm or 
the relative uptake. Due to the chemical and physical nature of the 
adsorption of water on hardened cement pastes, the isotherms are found 
to be irreversible at all points'. 
8.7 Conclusions. 
The surface areas of the various samples measured with 
nitrogen, methane and propane after outgassing at ambient temperature 
showed good reproducibility between the results obtained with these 
adsorptives. The decrease in the nitrogen surface area of the high 
water/cement sample BCA-OPC-50 during the study period was confirmed 
by the methane adsorption results at 77K and 112K which were carried 
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out at the beginning and end of the experimental phase, respectively. 
The fall in the surface area of this material may have been 
due to a number of phenomenon which include the instability of some of 
the cement hydrates on repeated exposure to vacuum and ambient 
conditions6"7'8, or further hydration of the hardened cement paste". 
Instability of the microstructure of the MDF materials was also 
apparent after they had undergone heat treatment. All of the samples 
tested exhibited rapid loss in their surface areas when exposed to 
ambient conditions, although further heat treatment was able to 
increase the surface area. 
Although the surface areas measured by water were about five 
times greater than those of nitrogen and the other gases, they were 
lower than that usually found for hardened cement pastes. This was 
believed to be due to the mild outgassing techniques employed. 
Normally water adsorption measurements are made after d-drying or 
outgassing at 105°C to remove all traces of free water. However, from 
thermal analysis results on the MDF materials it was found that at 
this temperature the organic polymer incorporated into the structure 
would have undergone some decomposition. Outgassing at ambient 
temperature would have left the polymer intact, and thus, some of the 
internal porosity of the MDF materials may have remained inaccessable 
to the water molecule. 
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TABLES. 
8.1: Nitrogen Surface Areas of OPC samples. 
8.2: Nitrogen and Krypton Surface Areas of MDF-HAC-1. 
8.3: Propane Surface Areas of OPC and HAC samples. 
8.4: Methane Surface Areas of OPC and HAC samples at 77K. 
8.5: Methane Surface Areas of OPC samples at 112K. 
8.6: Methane Surface Areas of MDF-HAC-1 at 112K. 
8.7: Water Surface Areas of OPC and HAC samples. 
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FIGURES. 
8.1: Nitrogen isotherms on BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC samples Outgassed at 
Room Temperature. 
8.2: Nitrogen Isotherms on MDF-OPC-6 Outgassed at Room Temperature, 
150°, 300° and 450°C. 
8.3: Propane and Nitrogen Isotherms on TK800 Outgassed at 140°C. 
8.4: Buoyancy calibration for C. I. balance with Propane isotherms. 
8.5: Propane Isotherms on MDF-OPC samples Outgassed at Room 
Temperature. 
8.6: Water Isotherms on BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC samples. 
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TABLE 9.1 
Nitrogen Surface Areas for OPC Samples at 77K. 
Sample Outgassing Surface Area' c value 
Conditions m2g-- 
OPC Powder RT' 1.7 15 
BCA-OPC-16 RT+ 2.0 22 
of 150°C- 2.1 19 
It 300°C+ 2.8 22 
BCA-OPC-50 RT-1 21.7 27 
RT+ 23.3 25 
BCA-OPC-500 RT-" 10.9 15 
it RT+ 11.2 17 
" 150°C+ 20.7 21 
if 150°C+ 22.4 24 
Of 300°C+ 30.1 33 
" 450°C'' 41.5 28 
450°C- 42.4 27 
MDF-OPC-1 RT-' 4.2 53 
RT+ 4.9 49 
RT-' 5.4 57 
RT+ 5.6 45 
MDF-OPC-2 RT-1- 2.2 35 
If RT-** 2.2 44 
to RT- 2.4 54 
it RT- 2.8 53 
MDF-OPC-3 RT-4- 8.4 53 
it RT'- 8.9 52 
MDF-OPC-4 RT- 3.1 52 
RT+ 3.2 49 
MDF-OPC-5 RT-** 3.9 49 
MDF-OPC-6 RT- 3.9 49 
150°C+ 16.4 52 
300°C+ 21.5 58 
of 450°C+ 42.3 61 
* Area of nitrogen molecule taken as 0.162nm2. 
+ Samples outgassed at specified temperature overnight. 
" Sample conditioned by repeated exposure to vacuum and ambient 
conditi ons. 
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TABLE 8.2 
Nitrogen and Krypton Surface Areas of MDF-HAC-1 Samples at 77K. 
Outgassing Surface Area' c value 
Conditions m2g'IL 
RT-*, 0.02 - 
RT° 0- 
150°C- 0- 
150°C" 0.5 17 
150°C- 3.9 27 
150°C- 8.0 40 
150°C- 8.4 38 
150°C- 9.3 45 
300°C- 29.1 53 
300°C- 29.3 57 
450°C- 30.3 73 
450°C EX AIR RT"" 6.0 34 
150°C 60hß 24.1 53 
300°C 60h-* 32.6 62 
450°C 60h- 30.1 97 
* Area of nitrogen molecule taken as 0.162nm2. 
+ Area of krypton molecue taken as 0.195nm2. 
" Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight. 
** Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight then exposed to 
ambient conditions for lb, and reoutgassed at RT overnight. 
++ Sample outgassed at specified temperature for 60h. 
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TABLE 8.3 
Propane Surface Areas for OPC and HAC Samples at 195K. 
Sample Outgassing Surface Area" c value 
Conditions m2g-'- 
BCA-OPC-16 RT' 1.7 8 
BCA-0PC-500 RT-' 11.7 12 
11 RT+ 12.5 16 
MDF-OPC-1 RT+ 4.8 8 
if RT-' 4.7 6 
MDF-OPC-2 RT+ 3.0 4 
MDF-OPC-3 RT-' 4.7 4 
MDF-OPC-4 RT-1 3.9 9 
MDF-HAC-1 RT'' 0 - 
* Area of propane molecule taken as 0.482nm2. 
+ Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight. 
" Sample conditioned by repeated exposure to vacuum and ambient 
conditions. 
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TABLE 8.4 
Methane Surface Areas for OPC and HAC Samples at 77K. 
Sample Outgassing Surface Area" c value 
Conditions m2g-1 
BCA-OPC-16 RT+ 1.5 9 
BCA-OPC-50 RTC' 20.6 27 
MDF-OPC-1 RT-' 3.0 10 
MDF-OPC-2 RT-1 2.8 6 
MDF-OPC-3 RTC 4.7 24 
MDF-OPC-4 RT-1 3.4 11 
MDF-HAC-1 RT'' 0 - 
* Area of methane molecule taken as 0.164nm2. 
+ Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight. 
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TABLE 8.5 
Methane Surface Areas for OPC Samples at 112K. 
Sample Outgassing Surface Area" c value 
Conditions m2g-IL 
BCA-OPC-16 RT-"* 1.6 20 
BCA-OPC-50" RT-' 9.4 30 
MDF-OPC-1 RT-1 4.1 20 
300°C+ 14.4 47 
if 450°C+ 19.7 78 
MDF-OPC-3 RT-' 3.9 21 
MDF-OPC-5 RT-*- 4.1 20 
MDF-OPC-6 RTC 4.5 20 
150°C+ 16.6 22 
300°C+ 21.3 32 
450°C+ 34.1 43 
450°C Ex AIR RT' 10.4 16 
450°C Ex AIR 300°C 22.5 23 
* Area of methane molecule taken as 0.164nm2. 
+ Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight. 
" Sample conditioned by repeated exposure to vacuum and ambient 
conditions. 
** Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight then exposed to 
ambient conditions for lh then reoutgassed at RT overnight. 
++ Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight then exposed to 
ambient conditions for lh then reoutgassed at 300°C overnight. 
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TABLE 8.6 
Methane Surface Areas for MDF-HAC-1 at 110K. 
Outgassing Surface Area" c value 
Conditions m2g-1 
RT-1- 0- 
150°C+ 14.0 44 
of 17.1 43 
of 17.5 44 
300°C+ 23.7 55 
of 28.7 59 
450°C+ 21.0 77 
it 21.3 78 
it 23.6 77 
450°C EX AIR RT- 7.3 15 
450°C EX AIR 450°C" 18.2 32 
450°C EX WATER RT4-'l" 6.0 11 
450°C EX WATER 150°C+'' 8.8 28 
450°C EX WATER 300°C 9.4 37 
* Area of methane molecule taken as 0.164nm2. 
+ Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight. 
" Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight then exposed 
to ambient conditions for lh then reoutgassed at RT overnight. 
** Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight then exposed 
to ambient conditions for lh then reoutgassed at 450°C overnight. 
++ Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight then exposed 
to water vapour for lh then reoutgassed at specified temperature 
overnight. 
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TABLE 8.7 
Water Surface Areas for OPC and HAC Samples at 298K. 
Sample Outgassing Surface Area'" c value 
Conditions m29- 
BCA-OPC-16 RT+ 18.7 9 
BCA-OPC-50 RT- 84.5 17 
MDF-OPC-1 RT- 19.0 15 
MDF-OPC-2 RT-"- 11.3 10 
MDF-OPC-3 RT- 27.8 11 
MDF-OPC-4 RTC 13.6 14 
* Area of water molecule taken as 0.108nm2. 
+ Sample outgassed at specified temperature overnight. 
a 
ýýýý ý ; ýý 
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FIGURE 8.1 
Nitrogen Isotherms on BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC Samples 
Outgassed at RT. 
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FIGURE 8.2 
Nitrogen Isotherms on MDF-OPC-6 
Outgassed at RT, 150°C, 300°C and 450°C. 
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FIGURE 8.3 
Propane and Nitrogen Isotherms on TK900 
Outgassed at 140°C. 
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FIGURE 8.4 
Buoyancy Compensation Plot for C. I. Balance with Propane. 
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FIGURE 8.5 
Propane Isotherms on BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC Samples 
Outgassed at RT. 
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FIGURE 8.6 
Water Isotherms on BCA-OPC and 14DF-OPC Samples 
Outgassed at RT. 
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CHAPTER 9 
MISCELLANEOUS TECHNIQUES. 
9.1 Introduction. 
This chapter will deal with a number of minor techniques which 
were used to characterize the different 
hardened cement pastes. These 
techniques included flexural strength testing, thermal gravimetry, 
helium pycnometry density measurements and scanning electron 
microscopy. The measurement of the flexural strength of the 
MDF-OPC 
material was used to study the effects of heat treatment and exposure 
to water vapour on this important property. Thermal gravimetric 
analysis of the MDF materials was undertaken to establish the pattern 
of decomposition of the organic polymer with heat treatment up to 
450°C. From these results the porosity generated in the materials, 
through the thermal decomposition of the polymer and less stable 
hydrates could be calculated. Helium pycnometry density measurements 
were made on the materials in their original state to determine how 
effective the various fabrication techniques had been in reducing 
porosity and creating a well compacted hardened cement paste. 
Measurements were also made on the MDF materials after heat treatment 
and exposure to water. Scanning electron microscopy was used to show 
the differences in the cement microstructure between the various 
classes of cement studied in their original states. Micrographs were 
also taken of the MDF-OPC material after various forms of heat 
treatment and exposure to water vapour in order to characterize the 
changes occurring in the microstructure. Each of these topics will be 
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presented separately with the results discussed at the end of each 
section. 
9.2 Flexural Strength Testing. 
The compressive strength of hardened cement pastes have 
frequently been related to their total porosities. Empirical 
equations such as that of Feretl are commonly used: 
S-KC2 
C 
9.1 
where: C is the volume of cement 
W is the volume of water 
A is the volume of air 
K is a constant dependent on the aggregate, cement and curing 
Refinements to this basic equation have been made by other workers 
which gave better agreement for their particular results'-'. However, 
more recently the strength in fracture or bending has been related to 
the size of the largest macropores, resulting from poor particle 
packing and air occlusion4.5-6. Removal of the larger macropores was 
found to greatly improve the flexural strength of the materials, 
allowing them to follow the equation put forward by Griffith? 6, which 
related the tensile or bending strength to the crack length: 
S- rYR 9.2 
V IIc 
where: Y is the Young's modulus 
R is the flexure energy 
c is the length of the crack-like pore 
The production process utilised for the manufacture of the MDF 
cements was developed to specifically reduce the length of the 
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crack-like pores in order to produce materials of enhanced flexural 
strength9. The flexural strengths of selected MDF-OPC materials were 
determined on samples in the original state and after heat treatment 
and exposure to water vapour. The measurements were made on an 
Instron 1122 three point bending rig. It was hoped that the 
modification of the microstructure of the hardened cement pastes, 
caused by the thermal degradation of the polymer or the subsequent 
exposure to water vapour, would result in distinct changes in the 
flexural strength. 
9.2.1 Results and Discussion. 
Two sheets of macrodefect free material, MDF-OPC-7 and 
MDF-OPC-8, were used in the strength testing experiments. The two 
sheets were divided into twenty five squares in a 5x5 grid labelled 
from Al-E5. Discs were cut from some of the squares for permeability 
measurements while rods were cut from others for the flexural strength 
testing. The rods were tested in the original state and after heat 
treatment at 150°, 300° and 450°C for 4 hours respectively. Some of 
the heat treated samples were exposed to 100% relative humidity under 
reduced pressure in a vacuum desiccator for 3 days. These heat 
treatment and conditioning regimes were analagous to those used prior 
to permeability and porosimetry determinations on other samples taken 
from these two sheets. 
From the results presented in Table 9.1 the initial high 
flexural strength of ca. 100MPa for the MDF material in the original 
state should be noted. Traditionally produced hardened cement pastes 
have flexural strengths of between 5-10MPa which may be increased to 
about 15-20MPa by the incorporation of fibres or polymeric 
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materials10. The strength of the original material was considerably 
diminished by heat treatment. Heating to 150°C reduced the strength 
to only ca. 16% of that for the original material while higher 
temperatures, 300° and 450°C, reduced the strength to only ca. 14% and 
11% respectively. The loss of strength on heating was to be expected 
from the introduction of porosity and flaws produced by the thermal 
degradation of the polymer" and the less stable cement hydrates. 
The flexural strength was partially restored through exposure 
of the materials to 100% relative humidity under reduced pressure for 
3 days. This was probably due to the creation of new cement bonds 
between adjacent particles produced by the formation of new cement 
hydrate material on the surfaces of the cement grains exposed by the 
removal of polymer. The formation of hydration products in the 
confined pore structure would also have caused a reduction in the 
length of the crack like pores which limit the flexural strength4 of 
these materials. 
The sample heated to 300°C and exposed to water vapour did not 
recover as much strength as those samples exposed to water vapour 
after heat treatment at 150° and 450°C. This was thought to be due to 
the mild heat treatment temperature, not having been of sufficient 
duration or intensity to have totally removed the polymer. The cement 
grains which were thought to be in an intimate combination with the 
organic polymer12 would not have been exposed. With very little of 
the cement surfaces uncovered, only a slight amount of new cement 
hydrate products could have been formed during the period of exposure 
to water vapour. For the sample which had been treated at higher 
temperature, a greater proportion of the cement surfaces would have 
been made accessible through the decomposition of the polymer. This 
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would have led to greater possibility of the formation of cement 
hydrates in the pore structure. The sample heated to 150°C recovered 
more of the original strength on exposure to water vapour due to the 
narrower pore size distribution of this material, in comparison with 
the other two samples. 
These results illustrated how the flexural strength was 
reduced by heat treatment which would have produced flaws and 
increased the porosity of the materials. However, some of the initial 
strength was recovered through exposure to water vapour, which 
probably brought about an overall reduction in the porosity and the 
length of the crack-like pores by further hydration reactions at the 
exposed cement grain surfaces. 
9.3 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis. 
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of the MDF cements was 
carried out in order to determine the percentage decomposition of the 
polymer brought about by heat treatment at 150°, 300° and 450°C 
respectively. From the initial compositions of the cements the amount 
of polymer decomposed at each heat treatment temperature could be 
calculated. The porosity generated at each temperature could then be 
estimated from the weight losses. Both types of MDF cement were 
studied with various compositions of cement, polymer and water. 
9.3.1 Results and Discussion. 
From the TGA traces of the pure polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) used 
in the production of the MDF-OPC cements the decomposition after heat 
treatment at 150°, 300° and 450°C were calculated to be 47.3%, 81.3% 
and 100% respectively. These percentages were utilised in the 
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determination of the pore volume generated by heat treatment. 
However, in order to estimate the total porosity generated, it was 
also necessary to determine the amount of water lost through 
decomposition of the less stable hydrates, at these temperatures. 
This was calculated from the total weight losses recorded on the TCA 
curves at the three temperatures under consideration. In order to 
accurately determine this amount, the samples were maintained at each 
temperature until no further weight loss was recorded. The results 
from this series of experiments are presented in Table 9.2. 
The thermal decomposition of the hydropropylmethylcellulose 
(HPMC) used in the production of the MDF-HAC samples was also analyzed 
by TGA. For this polymer the percentage decompositions were found to 
be 0%, 31.9% and 100% after heating to 150°, 300° and 450°C 
respectively. These results were used in the calculation of porosity 
generated in the hardened cement paste by polymer decomposition and 
loss of loosely bound hydrates from the TGA traces of the hardened 
cement paste. The results from these experiments are presented in 
Table 9.3. 
9.4 Helium Density Measurements. 
The densities of some of the hardened cement pastes were 
determined using the technique of helium pycnometry. This technique 
relied on the ability of the helium molecule to enter the entire pore 
structure of a porous solid. Thus, the density measured would 
normally be high, in comparison with that measured by other fluid 
displacement techniques which may not be able to fully invade the pore 
structure. However, if any pores were completely surrounded by 
nonporous material, the measured density would be lower than that 
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calculated from the densities of the various phases. Thus, low 
density measurements were indicative of the presence of inaccessible 
pores, while high densities were indicative of a connected pore 
network, 
9.4.1 Results and Discussion on BCA-OPC Samples. 
The results obtained with the various forms of hardened cement 
paste and cement powder are presented in Table 9.4. The BCA-OPC 
materials had densities which were typical for cast cement samples of 
high and low water/cement ratios. The high water/cement ratio sample 
(BCA-OPC-50) had a low density which was stable over an extended 
period, when the material was left in ambient conditions. However, 
the density was higher than that calculated from the initial 
composition of the starting materials. This indicated that some of 
the water had not been incorporated into the hardened cement paste 
during mixing and curing of the sample. This free water would have 
been easily removed from the pores when the sample was dried at 105°C 
prior to the density measurement. 
The low water/cement material BCA-OPC-16 had a lower density 
than that calculated from the approximate starting composition. This 
was indicative of the presence of inaccessible pores. The die 
compaction technique used in the production of this material led to 
good packing between the individual cement grains, which could result 
in the production of inaccessible porosity, by formation of fresh 
cement hydrate material in the narrower pores during curing. 
9.4.2 Results and Discussion on }IDF-OPC Samples. 
The MDF10PC materials in the original state generally had 
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lower densities than those calculated from the initial composition of 
the materials: 
Cement: 100 parts at 3. Ogcm-3 
Polymer: 5 parts at 1.2gcm-3 
Water: 12 parts at 1. Ogcm-3 
Calculated density: 2.36gcm-3 
This low density indicated the presence of inaccessible porosity which 
suggested that the high shear mixing had not led to a completely close 
packed nonporous material. Due to the nature of the hardened cement 
paste the pores were inaccessible to helium. This was to be expected 
from the work of Hands et a113 who found MDF cements to be leak tight 
when tested with a helium leak detector. The samples produced with 
HPMC (MDF-OPC-3 andMDF-OPC-4) had the lower densities, which indicated 
that this polymer had led to the incorporation of a greater amount of 
inaccessible porosity. 
Sample MDF-OPC-6 was examined in the original state and after 
heat treatment at 150°, 300° and 450°C respectively. Fractions of 
these heat treated samples were examined after immersion in water for 
7 days and drying at 80°C overnight. The original sample had a 
similar density to the other MDF-OPC materials produced with PVA. 
After heat treatment, the measured densities all rose to approximately 
3gcm'3. This value was very close to that measured for the pure 
cement powder. This indicated that after heat treatment the internal 
pore structure of these materials became completely accessible to 
helium. p 
Samples which were heat- treated and then subsequently immersed 
in water for 7 days and dried at 801C! overnight, all displayed 
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decreased densities. This was most probably due to the incorporation 
of water into the structure through reaction with the cement. The 
calcium silicate hydrate phase produced had a lower density than the 
unhydrated cement and thus, the overall density was reduced. 
Production of cement hydrate within the pores could also have blocked 
the narrower pores which would have led to a further reduction in the 
measured density. Evidence of this was given by the difference in the 
densities of the rehydrated samples. The sample heated to 150°C and 
conditioned with water had the lowest density, while the sample heated 
to 450°C and conditioned with water had the highest. 
9.4.3 Results and Discussion on MDF-HAC-l. 
The density of MDF-HAC-1 material was determined in the 
original state, after heat treatment up to 450°C and conditioning by 
immersion in water for 7 days, as described above. The results from 
this study are presented in Table 9.4. The density of the sample in 
the original state was found to be equal to that calculated from the 
composition of the starting materials. This indicated that there were 
no inaccessible pores present in this material. When the samples were 
heated to 1500,300° and 450°C for 4 hours, respectively the density 
increased. This was due to the thermal degradation of the less dense 
phases present in the hardened cement paste. However, the density did 
not approach that of the pure cement powder until the samples were 
heated for extended periods at 450°C. Immersion in water caused a 
fall in density for all of-the samples, with those previously heat 
treated at the higher temperatures being reduced by the greatest 
amount. This indicated that the materials had a greater reactivity 
towards water, after the polymer had been fully removed. 
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9.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy. 
Scanning electron micrographs of all the materials in their 
original state were taken to identify the differences in the 
microstructure caused by the various production techniques employed. 
Sample MDF-OPC-5 was examined in the original state and after heat 
treatment at 450°C for 16 hours. A further sample was examined which 
had undergone heat treatment at 450°C for 16 hours and then been 
immersed in water for 7 days and dried at 80°C overnight. Samples 
from MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8 were also examined after heat treatment 
at 150°, 300° and 450°C for 4 hours respectively. Some of these heat 
treated samples were also examined after conditioning in an enviroment 
of 100% relative humidity under reduced pressure for 3 days. These 
conditions were analogous to those used for the permeability and 
porosimetry measurements on these two samples. 
9.5.1 BCA-OPC Samples. 
From the micrographs of the two BCA materials, BCA-OPC-16 and 
BCA-OPC-50, presented in Figures 9.1 and 9.2 many features commonly 
found with Ordinary Portland cement pastes can be identified. The 
fine needle like fibrils on the BCA-OPC-16 sample illustrate the 
growth of the cement hydrate material. While the hexagonal plate-like 
areas are calcium hydroxide crystals. From the micrograph of 
BCA-OPC-50 the hexagonal calcium hydroxide crystals are better 
defined. Both of these materials displayed extremely porous 
structures which gave the necessary room for the growth of the crystal 
forms present. 
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9.5.2 MDF-OPC Samples. 
The micrographs obtained with MDF-OPC-5 in the original state, 
after heat treatment at 450°C and after heat treatment and 
conditioning with water, are presented in Figures 9.3-9.6. All of 
these micrographs differed greatly from those obtained with the 
BCA-OPC materials. The fracture surface of the original material, 
shown in Figure 9.3, contained a range of particle sizes interspersed 
with porosity. The much closer packing of the cement grains achieved 
during the initial mixing of the cement paste had restricted the void 
space between the individual grains of cement and thus, inhibited the 
crystal growth apparent in the BCA materials. After heat treatment at 
450°C, presented in Figure 9.4, large discrete particles were apparent 
and the pore sizes were also larger than those observed in the 
original material. From the low magnification view of the sample 
which had undergone heat treatment and conditioning with water, 
presented in Figure 9.5, a number of macropores are apparent. Under 
higher magnification, shown in Figure 9.6, much finer particles and 
porosity were apparent. 
Samples from MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8 were examined in their 
original states and after heat treatment at 150°, 300° and 450°C for 4 
hours respectively. Further samples from the heat treated materials 
were examined after conditioning in water vapour for 3 days. The 
pressed surface of the sample in the original state, presented in 
Figure 9.7, displayed some large pores, but the overall porosity 
remained low. However, the fracture surface of this material, shown 
in Figure 9.8, was much more porous. This difference between the 
pressed and fracture surfaces highlighted the varying effect of the 
high shear mixing on the porosity of the MDF sheets. 
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Although the porosity of the original material was low, this 
was significantly changed by even quite mild heat treatment. The 
pressed surface of the sample heated to 150°C, shown in Figures 9.9, 
was found to consist of large interleaved platelets containing many 
smaller pores. The fracture surface, shown in Figure 9.10, had a more 
heterogeneous nature with large macropores evident. Heat treatment at 
300°C produced many small pores in the pressed surfaces, while the 
fracture surface displayed a wide variety of pore sizes up to 
macropores of ca. 10um, shown in Figures 9.11 and 9.12 respectively. 
A general view of-the porous nature of the surface after heat 
treatment at 450°C-is presented in Figure 9.13. Closer examination of 
this material revealed the close packed primary cement particles 
interspersed with pores, shown in Figure 9.14. 
The results obtained with the original material and heat 
treated samples indicated the varying nature of the microstructure of 
the MDF-OPC materials. Pressed surfaces were found to have a much 
less porous layer structure, while the fracture surfaces were more 
heterogeneous in nature. Thus, the high shear mixing during the 
fabrication of these materials had produced extremely good packing of 
the cement grains at the surface where the shear forces were highest 
but not in the centre of the sheets, where the shear forces were 
reduced. 
Exposure to water vapour of the heat treated materials caused 
significant changes to the microstructure. From the general view of 
the sample heated to 150°C and conditioned in water, presented in 
Figure 9.15, the surface appears to be covered with very fine pores. 
Higher magnification revealed amorphous cement 'hydrate material, which 
had been formed by reaction of the-exposed cement surfaces with water 
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vapour, shown in Figure 9.16. Similar effects were found with the 
samples heated to 300°C after conditioning in water vapour, shown in 
Figures 9.17 and 9.18. With the samples heated to 450°C and 
conditioned in water vapour the surface was found to have a wide 
variety of pores, shown in Figure 9.19. High magnification of the 
denser areas revealed the very fine amorphous particles and porosity, 
shown in Figure 9.20. 
9.5.3 MDF-HAC-1. 
Micrographs of MDF-HAC-1 material in the original state were 
examined. The pressed surface appeared as a dense mass almost 
completely devoid of any features on low and high magnification, shown 
in Figures 9.21 and 9.22 respectively. This confirmed the excellent 
packing achieved between the cement grains at the surface. From 
Figure 9.23 it should be noted that the fracture surfaces were more 
porous, however, large areas of dense nonporous material were also 
apparent. Evidence for brittle fracture in these dense masses was 
given by the stress lines apparent in Figure 9.24. 
9.5.4 Conclusions. 
From the micrographs of all the various samples of hardened 
cement paste studied, major differences in the microstructure of the 
materials were apparent. The BCA-OPC materials were found to be quite 
porous and this had allowed the growth of well defined crystal forms. 
The MDF-OPC materials had two distinct microstructures depending on 
whether the pressed or fracture surfaces were examined. The pressed 
surfaces were found to be largely nonporous while the fracture 
surfaces had a wide variety of pore shapes and sizes. The MDF-HAC 
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material was the least porous of the samples studied, with large areas 
of completely dense mass apparent in both, the pressed and fracture 
surfaces. 
Heat treatment, which caused the thermal decomposition of the 
polymer and less stable hydrates, made the MDF-OPC materials much more 
porous. However, conditioning in water vapour annealed the 
microstructure, reducing the overall porosity through the formation of 
an amorphous gel in the pore space, which had existed between the 
cement grains. 
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9.1: Flexural Strength Testing of MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8. 
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FIGURES. 
9.1: BCA-OPC-16 surface. 
9.2: BCA-OPC-50 surface. 
9.3: MDF-OPC-5 surface. 
9.4: MDF-OPC-5 heated to 450°C for 16 hours. 
9.5: General view of MDF-OPC-5 heated to 450°C for 16 hours, 
conditioned in water for 7 days then dried at 80°C for 16 
hours. 
9.6: High magnification view of MDF-OPC-5 heated to 450°C for 16 
hours, conditioned in water for 7 days then dried at 80°C for 
16 hours. 
9.7: MDF-OPC pressed surface in original state. 
9.8: MDF-OPC fracture surface in original state. 
9.9: MDF-OPC pressed surface heated to 150°C for 4 hours. 
9.10: MDF-OPC fracture surface heated to 150°C for 4 hours. 
9.11: MDF-OPC pressed surface heated to 300°C for 4 hours. 
9.12: MDF-OPC fracture surface heated to 300°C for 4 hours. 
9.13: General view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 450°C for 4 hours. 
9.14: High magnification view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 450°C for 
4 hours. 
9.15: General view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 150°C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
9.16: High magnification view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 150°C for 
4 hours then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
9.17: General view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 300°C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
9.18: High magnification view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 300°C for 
4 hours then conditioned in 100X RH for 3 days. 
9.19: General view of MDF-OPC surface heated at 450°C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
9.20: High magnification view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 450°C for 
4 hours then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
9.21: General view of the pressed surface of MDF-HAC-1. 
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9.22: High magnification view of the pressed surface of MDF-HAC-1. 
9.23: General view of the fracture surface of MDF-HAC-1. 
9.24: High magnification view of the fracture surface of MDF-HAC-1. 
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TABLE 9.1 
Flexural Strength Testing of MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8. 
Sample Prereatment Flexural Strength Percentage Strength 
MPa 
Original 97.8 100.0% 
Heated to 150°C' 15.7 16.1% 
Heated to 15011C + R+ 47.3 48.4% 
Heated to 3000C* 14.0 14.3% 
Heated to 300°C + R+ 23.4 23.9% 
Heated to 450°C' 11.2 11.5% 
Heated to 450°C + Rý 33.4 34.2% 
* Heated for 4h. 
+ Heated for 4h then rehydrated for 3 days at 100% RH. 
/ 
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TABLE 9.2 
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis of MDF-OPC Samples. 
MDF-OPC-6 
Composition: Cement Polymer Water 
100 5 12 
Sample Polymer Calculated Pore Measured Pore 
Pretreatment Decomposition Volume cm'g-' Volume cm'g'1 
Original 0.0% 0.000 0.020 
150°C 47.3% 0.031 0.046 
300°C 81.3% 0.052 0.055 
450°C 100.0% 0.058 0.082 
NDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8. 
Composition: Cement Polymer Water 
100 7 12 
Sample Polymer Calculated Pore Measured Pore 
Pretreatme nt Decomposition Volume cm3g-1 Volume cm'g-IL 
Original 0.0% 0.000 0.004 
1500C 47.3% 0.073 0.066-0.076 
300°C 81.3% 0.090 0.091-0.099 
450°C 100.0% 0.099 0.099-0.106 
Sample 
Pretreatment 
Original 
450°C 
MDF-OPC-9. 
Composition: Cement Polymer 
100 5 
Polymer Calculated Pore 
Decomposition Volume cm3g-1 
0.0% 0.000 
100.0% 0.095 
Polymer 
Decomposition 
0.0% 
100.0% 
Water 
10 
Measured Pore 
Volume cm3g-1 
0.003 
0.033-0.061 
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TABLE 9.3 
Thermogravimetric Analysis of MDF-HAC. 
MDF-HAC-1 
Composition: Cement Polymer Water 
100 5 12 
Sample Polymer Calculated Pore Measured Pore 
Pretreatment Decomposition Volume cm3g-1 Volume cm3g'1 
Original 0.0% 0.000 0.002 
150°C 0.0% 0.024 0.011 
300°C 31.9% 0.077 0.066 
450°C 100.0% 0.102 0.086 
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TABLE 9.4 
Helium Density Measurements on BCA-OPC and MDF-OPC Samples. 
Sample Pretreatment Measured Calculated 
Density gcm-' Density gcm-3 
OPC Powder Original 2.99 2.99 
BCA-OPC-16 Original 2.06 2.35 
BCA-OPC-50 Original 1.80 1.5 
1.82 
MDF-OPC-1 Original 2.23 2.36 
MDF-OPC-2 Original 2.25 2.36 
MDF-OPC-3 Original 2.14 2.36 
MDF-OPC-4 Original 2.13 2.36 
MDF-OPC-6 Original 2.26 2.36 
MDF-OPC-6 Heated to 150°C*' 2.94 2.47 
" Heated to 150°C & Rehydratedý 2.83 - 
MDF-OPC-6 Heated to 300°C" 3.04 2.54 
Heated to 300°C & Rehydratedý 2.87 - 
MDF-OPC-6 Heated to 450°C' 2.99 2.56 
to Heated to 450°C & Rehydrated'' 2.90 - 
* Heated in air for 4h at specified temperature. 
+ Heated in air for 4h at specified temperature, immersed in water for 7d at ambient temperature then dried at 80°C for 16h. 
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TABLE'9.5 
Helium Density Measurements on MDF-HAC-1. 
Sample Pretreatment Measured Calculated 
, ,... _. , -. . I ,-- 
Density gcm-3 Density gcm-3 
HAC Powder "Original 3.01 3.01 
HAC-MDF-1 Original 2.37 2.37 
HAC-MDF-1 Heated to 150°C" 2.76 2.45 
Heated to 150°C & Rehydrated+ 2.72 - 
HAC-MDF-1 Heated to 300°C' 2.79 2.66 
" Heated to 300°C & Rehydrated+ 2.61 - 
HAC-MDF-1 Heated to 450°C' 2.84. 2.77 
Heated to 450°C & Rehydrated+ 2.57 - 
HAC-MDF-1 Heated to 450°C" 2.96 2.77 
Heated to 450°C & Rehydrated"' 2.55 - 
Heated in air at specified temperature for 4h. 
+ Heated in air at specified temperature for 4h, immersed in water 
for 7d at ambient temperature then dried at 80°C for 16h. 
" Heated in air to 450-C for 16h. 
** Heated in air to 450°C for 16h, immersed in water fo r 7d at ambient 
temperature then dried at 80°C for 16h . 
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FIGURE 9.1 
BCA-OPC-16 surface. 
FIGURE 9.2 
BCA-OPC-50 surface. 
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FIGURE 9.3 
MDF-OPC-5 surface. 
FIGURE 9.4 
MDF-OPC-5 heated to 450°C for 16 hours. 
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FIGURE 9. `5 
General view of MDF-OPC-5 heated to 450"C for 16 hours, 
conditioned in water for 7 days then dried at HO^C for 16 hours. 
FIGURE. 9.6 
High magnification view of MDF-OPC-5 heated to 4`)O", C for 16 hours, 
conditioned in water for 7 days then dried at RO"C for 16 hours. 
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FIGURE 9.7 
MDF-OPC pressed surface in original state. 
FIGURE 9.8 
MDF-OPC fracture surface in original state. 
- ? (1"i 
FIGURE 9.9 
MDF-OPC pressed surface heated to 150°C for 4 hours. 
FIGURE 9.10 
MDF-OPC fracture surface heated to 150°C for 4 hours. 
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FIGURE 9.11 
MDF-OPC pressed surface heated to 300°C for 4 hours. 
FIGURE 9.12 
MDF-OPC fracture surface 300°C for 4 hours. 
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FIGURE 9.13 
General view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 450°C for 4 hours. 
FIGURE 9.14 
High magnification view of MDF-OPC surface 
heated to 450-C for 4 hours. 
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FIGURE 9.15 
General view of MDF-OPC surface heated to l50°C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
FIGURE 9.16 
Nigh magnification view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 150°C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
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FIGURE 9.17 
General view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 300-C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 (lays. 
FIGURE 9.18 
High magnification view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 300-C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% Rif for 3 days . 
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FIGURE 9.19 
General view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 450°C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
FIGURE 9.20 
High magnification view of MDF-OPC surface heated to 450°C for 4 hours 
then conditioned in 100% RH for 3 days. 
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FIGURE 9.21 
General view of the pressed surface of MDF-HAC-1. 
FIGURE 9.22 
High magnification view of the pressed surface of MDF-HAC-l. 
- lI1) 
FIGURE 9.23 
General view of the fracture surface of MDF-HAC-1. 
FIGURE 9.24 
High magnification view of the fracture surface of MDF-HAC-1. 
- 
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CHAPTER 10 
DISCUSSION. 
10.1 Introduction. 
This chapter will demonstrate the way in which the results 
obtained by the various techniques relate to each other and aid in the 
characterization of the microstructure of the materials. Thus, the 
importance of the pore size distribution and pore volume on the 
permeability was determined by comparison of the results obtained by 
mercury intrusion porosimetry with those from gas permeability. 
Similarly, relationships between the flexural strength and porosity of 
the MDF-OPC materials, after both heat treatment and conditioning in 
water, were assessed from comparison of the strength testing results 
with the mercury porosimetry curves. The pore volumes generated by 
heat treatment of the MDF materials were compared with those 
calculated from thermal gravimetric analyses of the hardened cement 
pastes and pure polymers. This led to an independent assessment of 
the efficiency of the packing between cement grains, achieved through 
the use of the high shear mixing technique. 
The samples were found to be highly reactive after heat 
treatment. The metastability of the pore structure was illustrated by 
the reductions in permeability, pore volume and surface area of the 
MDF materials, on exposure to ambient conditions. Changes in the 
porosity were confirmed by scanning electron microscopy of the 
materials. 
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10.2 The Relationship between Permeability and Porosity in Cement 
Based Materials. 
Relationships between the permeability and porosity of 
traditionally fabricated ordinary Portland cement pastes had been 
studied by several workers. From these measurements the determination 
of the permeable porosity-. 2.3 i. e. which did not include pores only 
open at one end, could be made. A relationship between the overall 
pore volume and radius of the "capillary pores"", - -S. 45.7 or the 
"continuous poresn8 had also been suggested and empirical equations 
were derived to predict the permeabilities of particular series of 
hydrated cement pastes9. lo. A correlation between the permeability 
and porosity in pores over 50nm radius or a threshold radius, defined 
by the existence of an inflection on the mercury porosimetry intrusion 
curvell"12. T3. M4, has also been attempted. However, neither of these 
approaches were found to produce satisfactory results with all types 
of porous materials, and as yet no unique relationship between the two 
properties has been identified'. 
It had been postulated that the existence of distinct flow 
paths through hardened cement pastes controlled the overall 
permeability"-15-16. However, although the measurement of 
permeability could provide a useful indication of the continuity of 
the pore structure17, no simple relationship between the porosity and 
the permeability of a hardened cement paste exists6 since there are 
many variables to be taken into account, which included the number, 
size, distribution and continuity of the pores, primary particle size 
or fineness of the cement powder, water/cement ratio, mixing technique 
and degree of curing. 
The view that no simple relationship between permeability and 
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by the existence of an inflection on the mercury porosimetry intrusion 
curve li"12.13.3-4, has also been attempted. However, neither of these 
approaches were found to produce satisfactory results with all types 
of porous materials, and as yet no unique relationship between the two 
properties has been identified6. 
It had been postulated that the existence of distinct flow 
paths through hardened cement pastes controlled the overall 
permeabilityl3"15'16. However, although the measurement of 
permeability could provide a useful indication of the continuity of 
the pore structures', no simple relationship between the porosity and 
the permeability of a hardened cement paste exists6 since there are 
many variables to be taken into account, which included the number, 
size, distribution and continuity of the pores, primary particle size 
or fineness of the cement powder, water/cement ratio, mixing technique 
and degree of curing. 
The view that no simple relationship between permeability and 
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porosity could exist was confirmed by the results obtained with the 
MDF cements reported in this work. The MDF-OPC materials all had a 
well defined pore structure in their original state which gave rise to 
a distinct inflection on the mercury porosimetry intrusion curve. 
With the traditional OPC pastes this had previously been associated 
with the existence of a continuous pore radius". However, the MDF 
materials remained impermeable. From the plot of pore volume against 
permeability for MDF-OPC-6, shown in Figure 10.1, a general trend 
would appear to exist after the connectivity of the pores was 
established through the decomposition of the polymer by heat 
treatment. There was a degree of scatter in the permeability results, 
even though the pore volumes and pore size distributions were 
reproducible at each stage of sample conditioning. The clear trend 
indicated from these results was due to the homogeneity of the pore 
structure, where the narrow pore size distribution of the original 
material was left largely unchanged by heat treatment and 
conditioning. The increased pore volumes generated by higher heat 
treatment temperatures, produced better connectivity between the pores 
and thus, reduced the tortuosity of the system. 
Analysis of the results obtained with other MDF samples: 
MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8, presented in Figure 10.2, showed a similar 
trend after initial heat treatment but gave anomalous results for the 
sanple heated to 450°C and conditioned with water. From Figure' 10.2 
it may be seen how this sample maintained a higher permeability at a 
lower pore volume than the sample heated to 300°C and conditioned in 
water. The mercury porosimetry curves for these materials showed that 
the pore size distributions were also narrower for samples heated to 
450°C and conditioned in water than those of the samples heated to 
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300°C and conditioned in water. This result indicated how the 
connectivity achieved after heat treatment at 450°C was not lost on 
conditioning in water. Similar results were found with sample 
MDF-OPC-9, shown in Figure 10.3. Here the distinction between edge 
and centre samples has been made in order to show how in the majority 
of the cases edge samples gave rise to higher permeabilities than 
centre samples after equal regimes of heat treatment and conditioning. 
The dependence of the overall permeability on the through pore 
size rather than the total pore volume was made more obvious from the 
results obtained with the High Alumina cement sample: MDF-HAC-1. In 
the original state this material was impermeable and had an extremely 
low porosity. However, although heat treatment generated similar pore 
volumes to the MDF-OPC materials, the pore size distributions were 
much broader and the corresponding permeabilities up to an order of 
magnitude higher. The plot of permeability against pore volume, 
presented in Figure 10.4, showed a similar trend to that found with 
the MDF-OPC materials for the heat treated samples, but the spread of 
permeabilities at each temperature was much wider and up to one 
thousand times greater than those obtained with the MDF-OPC materials. 
It has been proposed-that the width of the maximum continuous 
pore determined the permeability of a porous materia112. The 
magnitude of the permeabilities found with MDF-HAC-1 were thus, 
attributed to the very wide pores formed after heat treatment. The 
range of permeabilities after heat treatment indicated the 
heterogeneity of the pore system, where the orientation of just a few 
of these large pores18 was a significant factor. This was 
particularly noticeable for the samples heated to 150°C and 
conditioned in water, which displayed only small increases in the 
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porosity but dramatic increases in their permeabilities. This could 
only be due to the increases in the number and size of the wider pores 
and their orientation. 
10.3 The Relationship between Flexural Strength and Porosity. 
The flexural strengths of the MDF-OPC materials were reduced 
by heat treatment but partially restored by exposure to water vapour. 
These results were examined with reference to the changes in the 
porosities of the samples evaluated from the mercury intrusion 
porosimetry curves. 
From the plot of flexural strength against pore diameter, 
presented in Figure 10.5, a relationship between the two properties 
was observed for which a Griffith" equation could be used to relate 
the crack length to the flexural strength. This relationship had 
previously been reported for the MDF materials2°"2'-. 22. However, a 
plot of flexural strength against pore volume, shown in Figure 10.6, 
gave a curve which indicated a relationship between strength and total 
pore volume23. 
Heat treatment of the MDF-OPC materials produced higher total 
pore volumes. However, the increases in pore volumes were accompanied 
by shifts in the pore size distributions to wider pores. Similarly, 
conditioning in water, which led to partial restoration of the 
flexural strength, reduced the pore volume, but the pore size 
distributions were also shifted to narrower pores. Since heat 
treatment and conditioning led to changes in both the pore volumes and 
the pore size distributions, the two properties could not be 
distinguished from each other, in relation to their effects on the 
flexural strength of the materials. 
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10.4 Measured and Calculated Pore Volumes Generated on Heat Treatment. 
The total pore volumes of both the MDF-OPC and MDF-HAC 
materials in their original condition and after heat treatment at 
150°, 300° and 450°C respectively, were determined by mercury 
porosimetry. The volumes associated with the decomposition of the 
polymer and loss of water and loosely bound hydrates at these 
temperatures, were also calculated from the weight losses recorded by 
thermal gravimetric analyses on the pure polymers and the hardened 
cement pastes. The results for the MDF-OPC-6 and MDF-OPC-7&8 are 
shown in Figures 10.7 and 10.8, while those obtained with MDF-HAC-1 
are presented in Figure 10.9. 
From the results it was clear that the total pore volumes 
accessible to mercury after heat treatment, were only slightly higher 
than those calculated from the thermal gravimetric analyses. The 
similarity between the measured and calculated pore volumes, indicated 
that little porosity had existed in the hardened cement pastes before 
heat treatment. This confirmed that efficient packing between the 
cement grains had been achieved by the roll-milling technique 24. High 
shear mixing of the cement, water and polymer in this fashion, 
stripped any early hydration products from the cement grain 
surfaces25, which allowed closer packing between the individual 
grains. Any void space which remained was probably filled with the 
organic polymer. 
10.5 Stability of the Pore Structure. 
The stability of the pore structure generated in the MDF 
materials by heat treatment was indicated by comparison of the results 
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from the various techniques after initial heat treatment, ageing in 
ambient laboratory conditions, water and water vapour respectively. 
The changes in the materials, after initial heat treatment, were shown 
by the steady decline in their permeabilities on exposure to ambient 
conditions. These were accompanied by increases in the weights of the 
individual samples. Scanning electron microscopy of the materials 
identified the changes in the morphology of the hardened cement pastes 
caused by heat treatment and exposure to water vapour. 
The fall in the surface area of the high water/cement sample 
BCA-OPC-50 during the period of study, was due to the chemical 
instability of some of the hydrates on repeated exposure to high 
vacuum and ambient conditions26.27'28.. In their original state the 
MDF materials did not display any signs of ageing. However, although 
heat treatment generated higher surface areas, the samples were left 
in a highly reactive state. This was shown by the fall in surface 
area on exposure to ambient conditions. The reactivity of the samples 
after heat treatment was probably associated with the rapid hydration 
of the exposed cations29.25. 
Under ambient conditions the MDF-OPC materials showed a steady 
increase in weight after initial heat treatment. This was matched by 
a steady decrease in their permeabilities. These results indicated 
that the cement surfaces exposed on heat treatment were reacting with 
atmospheric water vapour. Mercury intrusion porosimetry confirmed the 
fall in the overall pore volume and shift to narrower pores, 
consistent with the formation of fresh hydrate material within the 
porous material. These changes in the microstructure were confirmed 
by scanning electron microscopy of the materials. The complete 
removal of the polymer by heat treatment at 450°C increased the 
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reactivity of the MDF-OPC materials. This was illustrated by the fall 
in the measured permeabilities and porosities on exposure to water 
vapour to values lower than those obtained with samples heated to 
300°C which had also undergone conditioning in water vapour. 
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FIGURES. 
10.1: Variation of Permeability with Pore Volume for MDF-OPC-6. 
10.2: Variation of Permeability with Pore Volume for MDF-OPC-7 and 
MDF-OPC-8. 
10.3: Variation of Permeability with Pore Volume for MDF-OPC-9. 
10.4: Variation of Permeability with Pore Volume for MDF-HAC-1. 
10.5: Plot of Maximum Pore Diameter against Flexural Strength for 
MDF-OPC-7 and MDF-OPC-8. 
10.6: Plot of Pore Volume against Flexural Strength for MDF-OPC-7 
and'MDF-OPC-8. 
10.7: Variation in Measured and Calculated Pore Volumes with 
Temperature of Heat Treatment for MDF-OPC Samples. 
10.8: Variation in Measured and Calculated Pore Volumes with 
Temperature of Heat Treatment for MDF-HAC Samples. 
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FIGURE 10.1 
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FIGURE 10.2 
Plot of Permeability against Pore Volume 
for MDF-OPC-7&8. 
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FIGURE 10.3 
Plot of Permeability against Pore Volume 
for MDF-OPC-9. 
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FIGURE 10.4 
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FIGURE 10.5 
Plot of Flexural Strength against Maximum Pore Diameter 
for MDF-OPC-7&8. 
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FIGURE 10.6 
Plot of Flexural Strength against Pore Volume 
for MDF-OPC-7&8. 
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FIGURE 10.7 
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FIGURE 10.8 
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FIGURE 10: 9 
Comparison of Measured and Calculated Pore Volumes 
for MDF-HAC-1. 
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSIONS. 
11.1 General Findings. 
In the work presented here the novel MDF materials were 
characterised using a wide range of techniques which included: mercury 
porosimetry, gas permeability, gas and vapour adsorption (nitrogen, 
methane, propane and water), flexural strength testing, thermal 
gravimetry, density measurements and scanning electron microscopy. 
Samples were studied in their original state and after various forms 
of heat treatment and conditioning in ambient and high humidity 
enviroments. The main conclusions from this study are presented 
below: 
1. All of the macrodefect free (MDF) cements, based on Ordinary 
Portland cement and High Alumina cement, had low surface areas 
and porosities and were impermeable to gases in their original 
states. 
2. Heat treatment increased the surface areas and porosities of the 
samples, all of which became permeable. However, these materials 
were metastable, and exposure to ambient conditions, water and 
water vapour caused reductions in their surface areas, porosities 
and permeabilities. 
3. Initial high flexural strengths were reduced by heat treatment 
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but partially restored by conditioning in water vapour. 
4. The high shear mixing technique used in the manufacture of the 
MDF cements produced relatively nonporous pressed surfaces, 
concealing the more porous internal structure. 
5. It was noted that after heat treatment of the MDF sheets, samples 
from edge positions had higher porosities and permeabilities than 
those from centre positions. This illustrated the uneven nature 
of the high shear mixing across the sheet of material. 
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